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Reorganization and Compliance Responses:




Founded in 1770, the College of Charleston is a public university grounded in the principles of the liberal arts and committed to developing ethically centered, 
intellectually versatile and globally fluent citizens who create innovative solutions to social, economic and environmental challenges.
2020
Agency Vision
The College of Charleston will be a transformative national university redefining liberal arts education through innovation.
2020
Recommendations for reorganization requiring legislative change.
No
Please list significant events related to the agency that occurred in FY 2020-2021.
Does the agency intend to make any other major reorganization to divisions, departments, or programs to allow the agency to operate more effectively and 
efficiently in FY 2021-22?
Note: It is not recommended that agencies plan major reorganization projects every year.  This section should remain blank unless there is a need for 
reorganization.
Yes
The college is considering a reorganization where the current School of Education, Health & Human Performance would become  (1) the School of Education, and (2) 
the School of Health & Human Movement Sciences. This reorganization  would better support the academic focus of the underlying programs.
Is the agency in compliance with S.C. Code Ann. § 2-1-220, which requires submission of certain reports to the Legislative Services Agency for publication 
online and the State Library?  See also S.C. Code Ann. § 60-2-20.
Yes
If not, please explain why.
Is the agency in compliance with various requirements to transfer its records, including electronic ones, to the Department of Archives and History?  See 
the Public Records Act (S.C. Code Ann. § 20-1-10 through 20-1-180) and the South Carolina Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (S.C. Code Ann. § 26-6-10 
through 26-10-210).
Yes




AGENCY NAME: COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
AGENCY CODE: H150 SECTION: 015 
AGENCY’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
The College of Charleston (hereafter, “the College”), including its component, the University of Charleston, South 
Carolina, has long been required by its regional accreditor and various secondary accreditors to have a strategic 
planning process. In May of 2020, the College Board of Trustees adopted a new Strategic Plan, “Tradition and 
Transformation”, and is in the process of developing a comprehensive and meaningful set of metrics that will 
provide the basis for future Accountability Report submissions.  For the FY 20-21 report we will report results from 
the last year of the previous strategic plan that was approved by the College of Charleston’s Board of Trustees in 
2009 that contains minor revisions made in 2013. The new plan is posted at https://strategic-plan.cofc.edu/  
In May 2019, Andrew T. Hsu became the 23rd president of the College of Charleston. During the hiring process, 
the College’s Board of Trustees made it clear to candidates that an update to the College’s strategic plan was 
priority number one for the new administration. President Hsu’s long academic career and experience with many 
previous successful strategic-planning efforts made him an ideal selection. The strategic-planning process began 
immediately with the hiring of an external consulting firm in late May 2019, and in fall 2019, all campus 
constituencies were engaged in planning workshops and focus groups. As mentioned above, President Hsu 
delivered a new strategic plan, “Tradition and Transformation”, and received approval from the Board of Trustees 
in spring 2020. 
In addition to the institution’s strategic plan and campus operations being continually evaluated internally, as well 
as evaluated annually by the executive and legislative branches of South Carolina’s state government, the 
College completed its ten-year re-affirmation process with its regional accreditor, the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools, Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC). This was a robust and comprehensive review of 
the entire campus with standards reaching from plant operations to faculty credentialing. The College submitted 
its formal written report in fall 2016, hosted an on-campus review team in the spring 2017, and received its 
reaffirmation letter in January 2018. The College received high praise for both its written report and its campus 
visit. The College received zero recommendations and were not asked for any additional reports.  Currently the 
College is working on it’s SACSCOC 5th Year Interim Report that is due in March 2023.  The 5th Year Interim 
Report continues the focus on a comprehensive review of select standards deemed critical for success. 
The strategic plan continues to be central to the College’s annual process for budgetary development. All 
department, school, office, and divisional budget requests must be aligned with one or more of the plan’s 
strategies. Under the outgoing strategic plan for which this will be the last report, each of the strategies is 
associated with a prioritized listing of tactics, which is periodically updated. Currently, the strategic plan has 94 
tactics, a reduction from the original 118 tactics approved in 2009. For each fiscal year, only some tactics receive 
funding, depending on the resources available for that year. 
For the 2020-21 Accountability Report, the College, under the outgoing plan, continues to align with the state’s 
new strategic planning template, including the “1.1.1” template for goals, strategies and objectives. For each 
objective in the strategic planning template, the College has included a parenthetical reference to the associated 
strategy and tactic in its strategic plan. For example, a parenthetical reference to “3.2” indicates that the objective 
is drawn from Strategy 3, Tactic 2, as provided in the College’s strategic plan. In order to comply with the 
suggested number of goals, strategies and objectives, the College’s Accountability Report will not reference all 
components of its internal strategic plan. 
This process of aligning its strategic plan with the State’s Accountability Report and annual budget-planning 
process allows the College the ability to reinforce and manage investment-based budgeting that targets specific 
strategies, tactics or objectives directly tied to the mission and vision of the College. The administration believes 
this process is critical for the College to maintain its viability and its reputation for academic excellence. The 
shifting dynamics and competitiveness of the higher education marketplace mandate that institutions fund only 
those initiatives expected to return value and enhance the learning environment.  Going forward under the newly 
adopted Strategic Plan, the College will continue to align its strategies to the State’s Accountability Report. 
Narrative FY 2020-2021 2
AGENCY NAME: COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
AGENCY CODE: H150 SECTION: 015 
The year 2020 marked the 250th anniversary of the founding of the College of Charleston. The year 2021 begins 
the next 250 years with a focus on diversity, student and academic success, and innovations in programming and 
operations.  As the nation’s 13th oldest university, the College is proud to celebrate 250 years of contributions to 
its region, state and country. The convergence of this special anniversary and the adoption of a new strategic plan 
will make for an exciting future here at the College of Charleston. 
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H150
Goal
Strategy 1.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 











Continue to develop select online undergraduate 
courses and programs and increase on-line student 
credit hours (SCH) by an average of 8% per year 
through FY2020. 45799 14000 160112 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30).
Is this courses or credit hours, there's a discrepancy 
between the description and the calculation? (Original: 
Sum of SCH in courses taught online)





tracking? 0 0 0
A significant increase in online SCH is 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
1.1.2
Enhance UG academic programs that are strongly 
linked to the history, traditions, culture and 
environment of Charleston and the Lowcountry, such 
as new UG majors in African-American studies and 
sustainability. There will be an average of thirty 
programs or specialty events per year through 
FY2020 with this focus. 70 40 64 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of programs and specialty events Internal records Provost's Office 0 0 0
Important in ensuring that we are 
regularly engaged with the Lowcountry 
beyond campus.  We have strengthened 
our commitment to public history, 
strengthened our academic programs 
tied to the Lowcountry, and continued the 
Race and Social Justice Initiative.
FY 2020-2021 Agency Accountability Report
FY2020-21 Strategic Plan:
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Provide students a highly personalized education based on a liberal arts and sciences core and enhanced by opportunities for experiential education
Enhance the undergraduate academic core
FY 2020‐2021 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021
17
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal
Strategy 1.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 











For all ranks and titles, improve salaries of faculty to 
nationally competitive levels demonstrated as within 
45% of our identified peer institutions average. 10 12 11 Count
equal to or 
greater 
than Other
Annual reporting of institutional salaries to IPEDS, 
compilation of average faculty salary across all ranks for 
peer group Internal records
IPEDS Human 
Resources 0 0 0
The Faculty Compensation Committee is 
tracking this ranking for requests to the 
Board of Trustees for faculty raises.
1.2.2
Increase roster faculty lines to enhance diversity, 
facilitate innovative programs and faculty research, 
expand opportunities for undergraduate and graduate 
student research with faculty mentors, and enhance 
personalized education. This will include an average 
of two or more new hires per year through 2020 
focused on this objective. 555 550 535 Count
equal to or 
greater 
than Other
Fall count of occupied faculty lines, including librarians, 
visitors, and leave without pay





tracking? 0 0 0
Roster faculty lines are being monitored 
in relationship to enrollments.
1.2.3
Enhance resources for pedagogical innovation, 
faculty research, and creative activity through the re-
establishment of a faculty development center by 
2020; incentivize writing and grant proposals by 
maintaining an average of three hundred fifty writing, 
grant proposal , and other development workshops or 
retreats per year through 2020. 879 400 424 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30).
Count of supported faculty activities involving full-day or 
multi-day workshops on curriculum development, writing 
retreats, etc., grants awarded internally at the institutional 
level Internal records Provost's Office 0 0 0
We use this measure to track our faculty 
development initiatives, introducing new 
ones, such as the "faculty for sustainable 
living workshop," and eliminating those 
that have already fulfilled their need or 
that are no longer of interest.  We also 
use it to track total numbers of faculty 
trained for specific initiatives, such as our 
FYE and our Distance Education 
expansion.
Provide students a highly personalized education based on a liberal arts and sciences core and enhanced by opportunities for experiential education
Develop and retain a highly qualified and diverse faculty and staff
FY 2020‐2021FY 2020‐2021 Strategic Plan
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These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal Provide students a highly personalized education based on a liberal arts and sciences core and enhanced by opportunities for experiential education
Strategy 1.3 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 











Increase the amount of merit-based and need-based 
scholarship funding from approximately $15 million to 
$20 million by FY2020, largely funded through private 
sources; some portion should be allocated in 
accordance with the Diversity Strategic Plan. $23,651,076.00 $21,000,000.00 $28,455,101.00
Dollar 
Amount




Year (July 1 - 
June 30).
Sum of dollars accepted.  We have excluded the following 
categories of funds found on the financial aid Summary of 
Awards reports under the Institutional category, given that 
they are specialized funds and not scholarship/grant 
funds available for recruiting/retention purposes:
Athletic Grant in Aid
Grants & Sponsored Programs
Other waivers (Unfunded State Mandates)
Miscellaneous
Pep Band Internal records
Office of 
Financial Aid 0 0 0
First full year on common app; record 
number of applications and subsequently 
more students qualified for scholarships 
(non-residents). CofC was test optional 
for Fall 2020 so also contributed to 
increased scholarship eligibility. 
Implemented merit need based aid for 
SC residents to help with affordability for 
our in-state students.
1.3.2
Investigate best practices for retention at other 
universities and, as appropriate, implement those 
practices to significantly increase retention rates for 
undergraduate and graduate students. The goal is to 
maintain an overall student retention/graduation rate 
from fall to fall of a minimum of 85% for  all degree-
seeking students at the undergraduate and graduate 
level, respectively. 87% 85% 100% Percent
equal to or 
greater 
than Other
Retention of all degree seeking undergraduate students 
from fall to fall semester including those who graduated 
from the College
CHE official data 
files 0 0 0 0
Retention/graduation data is consistently 
referred to for enrollment projections, 
financial projections, peer and peer 
aspirant comparisons, and regulatory 
reporting.
Recruit, enroll and retain an academically distinguished, well-prepared and diverse student body
FY 2020‐2021FY 2020‐2021 Strategic Plan
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These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal Provide students the global and interdisciplinary perspectives necessary to address the social, economic, environmental, ethical, scientific and political issues of the 21st century
Strategy 2.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Recruit, enroll and retain an academically distinguished, well-prepared and diverse student body Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 











Following the Diversity Strategic Plan, increase 
diversity of students by an average of 1% per year in 
under-represented minorities through FY20  to levels 
more reflective of the greater community to promote 
dissemination of ideas and perspectives from varying 
cultures and life experiences. 20% 18% 0% Percent
equal to or 
greater 
than Other
Count of (undergraduate) students reported using federal 
methodology as African American, American 
Indian/Alaska Native, Asian, Native Hawaiian/Pacific 
Islander, Hispanic or Two or More Races, divided by total 
student population including degree and non-degree 
seeking 
CHE official data 
files 0 0 0 0
These data are consistently tracked by 
senior administration and the Board of 
Trustees to monitor progress in URM 
enrollments.
2.1.2
Following the Diversity Strategic Plan, increase 
diversity of faculty to levels more reflective of the 
greater community to promote dissemination of ideas 
and perspectives from varying cultures and life 
experiences by providing diversity training to a 
minimum of 20 faculty per year through FY20. 173 100 395 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of faculty attending diversity training workshops Internal records Provost's Office 0 0 0
We use this to monitor our diversity 
training associated with faculty and 
instruction.  We have fine-tuned our 
inclusive learning environments 
workshop in new faculty orientation, 
based on feedback.  Also, our Office of 
Institutional Diversity has introduced a 
series of new diversity workshops for 
2018-19 
2.1.3
Following the Diversity Strategic Plan, increase 
diversity of staff to levels more reflective of the 
greater community to promote dissemination of ideas 
and perspectives from varying cultures and life 
experiences by providing an average of fifteen 
programs or special events per year through FY20. 15 30 115 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Total number of OID programs and workshops Internal records
Office of 
Diversity 0 0 0
Creating diversity programs, workshops, 
and events focusing on creating a safe 
place (home) for individuals and groups 
to self-identify, be recognized, and 
affirmed has received positive responses 
most likely due to the idea of creating 




These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal Provide students the global and interdisciplinary perspectives necessary to address the social, economic, environmental, ethical, scientific and political issues of the 21st century
Strategy 2.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Provide up-to-date facilties and infrastructure to enhance academic, co-curricular and extra-curricular programs. Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 











Build, renovate or maintain 10 classrooms, 
laboratories, and studios with new technologies that 
allow for a variety of class sizes and teaching and 
learning styles by FY 17. 0 10 7 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of rooms rennovated Internal records
Information 
Technology 0 0 0
Annual renovations at this pace are not 
sufficient to maintain a teaching/learning 
environment that is consistent with 
contemporary methodologies. Have 
developed a classroom plan 
spreadsheet.
2.2.2
Support an academic computing and library 
infrastructure that enhances the research and 
teaching missions of the College by increasing the 
library materials budget by an average of 3% per 
year through FY20. $3,019,969.00 $3,170,967.45 $2,922,307.00
Dollar 
Amount




Year (July 1 - 
June 30).
Percentage of annual library materials budget increase 
year to year Internal records Library 0 0 0
The COVID-19 pandemic dramatically 
impacted our library materials budget for 
FY21. In addition to receiving no funding 
to cover the cost of inflation on library 
subscriptions (typically between 100k-
150k annually) we also faced budget cuts 
totaling $97,662. To manage a loss of 
this nature, the library suspended all 
approval plan book purchasing, cancelled 
subscriptions with higher cost per use 
metrics, and continued to, once again, 
further reduce the book budget. 
2.2.3
Expand internet to 1.5GBPS, storage to 110TB 
+45TB Backup and server capacities to 350. 0 0 0 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of what? Internal records
Information 
Technology 0 0 0
We continually monitor and measure 
connectivity as more mobile devices are 
added.
Storage capacity can be split into two 
categories: 1) enterprise storage, which 
support the central systems like HR, 
Finance, and Student systems. 2) 
Consumer storage, which supports end-
user document storage (i.e. home drive 
and departmental storage). We are in the 
process of migrating consumer storage to 
Office365 OneDrive, which will help us in 
repurposing on premise storage to 
support the growing enterprise storage 
needs.
As we improve and update our IT 
infrastructure, we're learning that 
transitioning to cloud services is a more 




These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal Achieve financial stability by creating a new financial model for the College of Charleston
Strategy 3.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 












Ensure that tuition rates are determined in amounts 
necessary to meet operating and strategic goals on 
an annual basis consistent with inflation as measured 




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Tuition rates as provided by Business Affairs Internal records Business Affairs 0 0 0
Tuition rates are consistently monitored 
against student ability to pay to ensure 
continual enrollments.
3.1.2
Ensure that tuition rates are determined in amounts 
necessary to meet operating and strategic goals on 
an annual basis consistent with inflation as measured 




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Tuition rates as provided by Business Affairs Internal records Business Affairs 0 0 0
Tuition rates are consistently monitored 
against student ability to pay to ensure 
continual enrollments.
3.1.3
Execute fundraising efforts in support of the College 
of Charleston’s strategic plan and high-priority 
philanthropic initiatives, with an annual goal of $16M 
in new philanthropic commitments for FY2019. $17,700,000.00 $16,000,000.00 $20,200,000.00
Dollar 
Amount




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). New commitment amount raised in a fiscal year Internal records
Advancement 
Office 0 0 0 Evaluate fundraising performance.
Establish campus wide policies and practices to generate new resources and foster greater self-sufficiency
FY 2020‐2021FY 2020‐2021 Strategic Plan
22
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal Achieve financial stability by creating a new financial model for the College of Charleston
Strategy 3.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 












Expand study abroad participation for students 
through College programs abroad, bilateral and 
consortium/affiliate agreements. Maintain an average 
increase of 5% per year student participation in study 
abroad through FY2020. 330 1073 4 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30).




Education 0 0 0
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, only a 
few students were able to study abroad 
during the 2020-2021 academic year. We 
should rebound slightly for the 2021-2022 
year. 
3.2.2
Continue to increase sponsored research activity by 
increasing number of external funding submissions 
an average of 2% per year by averaging three years 
at a time through FY20 by Office of Research and 
Grants Administration. 134 125 129 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30).





Administration 0 0 0
Gauge of assistance provided to faculty 
in preparation/submission of external 
funding applications.
3.2.3
Establish an average of one new partnership per 
year though FY20 with PK-12 schools exemplified by 
established partnerships with area schools and 
districts. 483 400 478 Count




Year (July 1 - 
June 30). Count of PK-12 school partnerships established Internal records Provost's Office 0 0 0
We use this to monitor our engagement 
with the local school districts.





Strategy 1.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 












1.1.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FY 2020-2021 Agency Accountability Report
FY2021-22 Strategic Plan:
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Ensure an effective support system that increases retention and graduation rates and enables students to learn and grow in every aspect of their College experience, preparing them to work and lead in a globally connected world.
Enhance and provide easy, centralized access to academic support resources (e.g., advising, mentoring, career prep, workshops, scholarships).
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 24
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal
Strategy 1.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 












1.2.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ensure an effective support system that increases retention and graduation rates and enables students to learn and grow in every aspect of their College experience, preparing them to work and lead in a globally connected world.
Bolster quality of and access to physical, emotional, social and financial wellness services.
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 25
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal Ensure an effective support system that increases retention and graduation rates and enables students to learn and grow in every aspect of their College experience, preparing them to work and lead in a globally connected world.
Strategy 1.3 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 












1.3.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Upgrade and maintain physical facilities to enable and foster effective learning and well-being.
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 26
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal Ensure an effective support system that increases retention and graduation rates and enables students to learn and grow in every aspect of their College experience, preparing them to work and lead in a globally connected world.
Strategy 1.4 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Recruit, retain and graduate greater numbers of underrepresented minority and first-generation students. Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 












1.4.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 27
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal Ensure an effective support system that increases retention and graduation rates and enables students to learn and grow in every aspect of their College experience, preparing them to work and lead in a globally connected world.
Strategy 1.5 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Create a welcoming and inclusive environment where all students feel they belong. Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 












1.5.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 28
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal Become ranked as a national university distinguished by our innovative liberal arts core and high-achieving students and alumni.
Strategy 2.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













2.1.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Establish an integrated, interdisciplinary, experiential liberal arts core that equips every student to succeed academically and professionally in a globally connected world.
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 29
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal Become ranked as a national university distinguished by our innovative liberal arts core and high-achieving students and alumni.
Strategy 2.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













2.2.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Attract and enroll more highly qualified, civic-minded and intellectually curious students.
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 30
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal Become ranked as a national university distinguished by our innovative liberal arts core and high-achieving students and alumni.
Strategy 2.3 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Identify and develop signature undergraduate, master’s and doctoral programs and institutes that will advance our profile as a national university. Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













2.3.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FY 2021‐2022 Strategic Plan FY 2020‐2021 31
These responses were submitted for the FY 2020-2021 Accountability Report by the
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON
Goal
Strategy 2.4 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













2.4.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Make experiential learning a differentiator of the College of Charleston educational experience.
Become ranked as a national university distinguished by our innovative liberal arts core and high-achieving students and alumni.
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Goal
Strategy 2.5 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













2.5.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Become ranked as a national university distinguished by our innovative liberal arts core and high-achieving students and alumni.
Support and incentivize faculty to lead the way in implementing innovative teaching models and practices and contributing to cutting-edge thought leadership and research in their respective fields.
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Goal
Strategy 3.1 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













3.1.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sys
Create an inclusive workplace that inspires excellence and innovation resulting in a thriving faculty and staff community.
Address compensation, salary compression and cost of living.
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Goal
Strategy 3.2 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Recruit, retain and promote more women and underrepresented populations into faculty, staff and management positions. Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













3.2.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Create an inclusive workplace that inspires excellence and innovation resulting in a thriving faculty and staff community.
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Goal
Strategy 3.3 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Invest in faculty and staff learning and development to foster professional growth, leadership and lifelong learning. Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













3.3.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Create an inclusive workplace that inspires excellence and innovation resulting in a thriving faculty and staff community.
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Goal
Strategy 3.4 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Recognize and encourage efficiencies and innovations in programs, processes and procedures. Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













3.4.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Create an inclusive workplace that inspires excellence and innovation resulting in a thriving faculty and staff community.
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Goal
Strategy 3.5 Statewide Enterprise Objective
Create a sense of purpose and belonging for all. Education, Training, and Human Development
Measure 













3.5.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



































insurance  $6,424,514.00 $32,495,424.00 $390,978.00 $39,310,916.00 $7,555,210.00 $33,733,659.00 $594,235.00 $41,883,104.00
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FY 2020-21 Expenditures (Actual) FY 2021-22 Expenditures (Projected)
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Description Purpose Law Number Jurisdiction Type Notes
Sets forth the framework and methods in which institutions must provide 





Sets forth additional powers and duties of Archives § 30‐1‐100 State Statute
Sets process for approval of destruction or other disposition of records § 30‐1‐110 State Statute
Establishes program for inventorying, repairing and microfilming records. § 30‐1‐120 State Statute
Establishes process for microfilming or photocopying records; preservation or 
disposition of copies § 30‐1‐130 State Statute
Sets for the penalities for refusal or neglect to perform duty respecting records § 30‐1‐140 State Statute
Permits use of loose‐leaf record books. § 30‐1‐170 State Statute
Permits inclusion of Eastern (Greek) Orthodox Church where names of major 
religions used. § 30‐1‐180 State Statute
Provides for Custodians of records; records officer for public records § 30‐1‐20 State Statute
Prohibits unlawful removing, defacing or destroying public records. § 30‐1‐30 State Statute
Establishes records shall be turned over to successor or to Archives § 30‐1‐40 State Statute
Sets for the penalty for failure to deliver records § 30‐1‐50 State Statute
Sets  protection and restoration of records § 30‐1‐70 State Statute
Establishes records management program. § 30‐1‐80 State Statute
Sets forth archives shall assist in creating, filing and preserving records; 
inventories and schedules § 30‐1‐90 State Statute
Establishes privacy policies and procedures required of all state entities. § 30‐2‐20 State Statute
Defines terms in act § 30‐2‐30 State Statute
Establishes Findings of General Assembly relating to protections of personal 
identifying information § 30‐2‐300 State Statute
Establishes process for collection of and maintenance and disposition of 
records containing social security numbers by public agencies. § 30‐2‐310 State Statute
Establishes when disclosure of social security numbers and identifying 
information is appropriate § 30‐2‐320 State Statute
Sets forth the removal of social security numbers and other identifying 
information from official records filed by register of deeds or clerk of court or 
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Establishes display of privacy policy on web site; access to personal 
information disclosure; criminal justice and judicial agency exception. § 30‐2‐40 State Statute
Outlines limits and process for obtaining personal information from state 
agency, local government, or other political subdivision for commercial 
solicitation; lists penalty. § 30‐2‐50 State Statute
Permits injunctive relief; costs and attorney's fees § 30‐4‐100 State Statute
Permits hearings regarding disclosure; appropriate relief; civil fine for 
violation. § 30‐4‐110 State Statute
Sets forth findings of General Assembly and purpose of Act § 30‐4‐15 State Statute
Defines terms in act § 30‐4‐20 State Statute
Sets forth right to inspect or copy public records; fees; notification as to public 
availability of records; presumption upon failure to give notice; records to be 
available when requestor appears in person. § 30‐4‐30 State Statute
Establishes matters exempt from disclosure § 30‐4‐40 State Statute
Sets forth information concerning safeguards and off‐site consequence 
analyses; regulation of access; vulnerable zone defined. § 30‐4‐45 State Statute
Establishes certain matters declared public information; use of information for 
commercial solicitation prohibited. § 30‐4‐50 State Statute
Establishes  disclosure of fiscal impact on public bodies offering economic 
incentives to business; cost‐benefit analysis required. § 30‐4‐55 State Statute
Establishes meetings of public bodies shall be open § 30‐4‐60 State Statute
Sets forth meetings which may be closed; procedure; circumvention of 
chapter; disruption of meeting; executive sessions of General Assembly. § 30‐4‐70 State Statute
Outlines requirements for notice of meetings of public bodies. § 30‐4‐80 State Statute
Outlines requirements for minutes of meetings of public bodies. § 30‐4‐90 State Statute
 State Commission on Higher Education created; membership. § 59‐103‐10 State Statute
Establishes Federal and private research grants not to be limited. § 59‐103‐100 State Statute
 Approval for new construction; lists exemptions. § 59‐103‐110 State Statute
Sets forth Accreditation and chartering of chiropractic colleges. § 59‐103‐120 State Statute
 Colleges and universities to emphasize teaching as career opportunity. § 59‐103‐130 State Statute
 Contracts with colleges and universities for provision of teacher training 
programs. § 59‐103‐140 State Statute
Sets forth Higher education mission and goals. § 59‐103‐15 State Statute
Sets forth Early retirement plans for faculty of public institutions of higher 
learning. § 59‐103‐150 State Statute
 Health care profession education; controlled substances training. § 59‐103‐155 State Statute
 English Fluency in Higher Learning Act. § 59‐103‐160 State Statute
 South Carolina Manufacturing Extension Partnership; review of activities and 
board membership; budget recommendations. § 59‐103‐162 State Statute
Sets forth Interstate reciprocity for postsecondary distance education § 59‐103‐17 State Statute
Establishes responsibilities for Studies of institutions of higher learning. § 59‐103‐20 State Statute
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 Sets forth Publication of legislation; standing committees § 59‐103‐25 State Statute
Sets forth Critical success factors and performance indicators § 59‐103‐30 State Statute
Sets forth Submission of budget; new and existing programs. § 59‐103‐35 State Statute
Permits Military students included in count of full‐time students. § 59‐103‐36 State Statute
Establishes Council of presidents of State institutions of higher learning. § 59‐103‐40 State Statute
 Additional duties and functions of commission regarding public institutions of 
higher learning. § 59‐103‐45 State Statute
 Establishes Advisory Council of Private College Presidents. § 59‐103‐50 State Statute
 Representation of four‐year colleges on commission councils, advisory groups, 
committees and task forces. § 59‐103‐55 State Statute
 Recommendations to Governor's Office and General Assembly. § 59‐103‐60 State Statute
 Sets forth process of Close of institution; reallocation of funds § 59‐103‐65 State Statute
Requires Commission Reports. § 59‐103‐70 State Statute
Sets forth Expenses; compensation of Commission members § 59‐103‐80 State Statute
 Sets forth Professional staff of commission § 59‐103‐90 State Statute
defines terms of act § 59‐105‐20 State Statute
establishes purpose of act § 59‐105‐30 State Statute
requires Campus sexual assault policy; development and implementation; 
contents; private right of action; distribution § 59‐105‐40 State Statute
 Information relating to procedures for institutional disciplinary proceedings to 
be made available § 59‐105‐50 State Statute




Defines Institution of Higher Education § 59‐106‐30 State Statute
Establishes  Full faith, credit and taxing power of State pledged to pay bonds. § 59‐107‐100 State Statute
Sets  Negotiability and registration § 59‐107‐110 State Statute
Sets forth denominations of bonds; interest rate; maturity; redemption § 59‐107‐120 State Statute
Sets forth Bonds exempt from taxes § 59‐107‐140 State Statute
Sets forth Bonds as legal investments. § 59‐107‐150 State Statute
Sets forth requirements and limitations for Sale of bonds. § 59‐107‐160 State Statute
Sets forth Deposit and use of proceeds of bonds § 59‐107‐170 State Statute
 Tuition fees placed in special fund to pay bonds; application of surplus. § 59‐107‐180 State Statute
 Declaration of sufficiency of tuition fees to pay bonds. § 59‐107‐190 State Statute
Sets forth tuition fees required at State institutions. § 59‐107‐20 State Statute
 Defeasance of bonds; trust fund established. § 59‐107‐200 State Statute
Sets forth remittance and application of tuition fees. § 59‐107‐30 State Statute
Sets forth Application for funds for permanent improvements and other 
expenses; content of application. § 59‐107‐40 State Statute
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Sets forth Authority of State Fiscal Accountability Authority as to applications. § 59‐107‐50 State Statute
Sets forth  Request for issuance of State institution bonds. § 59‐107‐60 State Statute
Permits  Governor and State Treasurer empowered to authorize issuance of 
bond § 59‐107‐70 State Statute
Permits Single issue of bonds may cover several applications. § 59‐107‐80 State Statute
Sets Maximum amount of outstanding bonds. § 59‐107‐90 State Statute
Establishes  Tuition not charged children of firemen, law‐enforcement officers 
and government employees totally disabled or killed in line of duty. § 59‐111‐110 State Statute
Fireman defined § 59‐111‐120 State Statute
 "Law‐enforcement officer" defined. § 59‐111‐130 State Statute
Corrections officer defined. § 59‐111‐140 State Statute
  "Government employee" defined. § 59‐111‐145 State Statute
Establishes tuition assistance for permanent faculty and staff. § 59‐111‐15 State Statute
  "State‐supported college or university" defined. § 59‐111‐150 State Statute
  "Total disability" defined. § 59‐111‐160 State Statute
  Application for free tuition. § 59‐111‐170 State Statute
   Penalties for misrepresenting eligibility. § 59‐111‐180 State Statute
Establishes Free tuition for certain veterans' children. § 59‐111‐20 State Statute
Establishes Scholarships exempted from mid‐year budget reduction. § 59‐111‐25 State Statute
 Established South Carolina defense scholarship fund § 59‐111‐30 State Statute
 Tuition" defined. § 59‐111‐310 State Statute
Establishes that Persons age sixty and over may attend classes without 
payment of tuition. § 59‐111‐320 State Statute
 The State Commission on Higher Education shall promulgate rules and 
regulations necessary for the implementation of the provisions of this article. § 59‐111‐330 State Statute
Sets forth Institutions to which article applies. § 59‐111‐340 State Statute
 Persons attending under article not counted in computing enrollment. § 59‐111‐350 State Statute
Sets forth Proof of eligibility. § 59‐111‐360 State Statute
Sets forth Penalties for misrepresenting eligibility. § 59‐111‐370 State Statute
Established Provisions creating South Carolina defense scholarship fund 
applicable to students and institutions qualifying under Health Professions 
Educational Assistance  § 59‐111‐40 State Statute
 Persons defaulting on certain student loans precluded from employment by 
State. § 59‐111‐50 State Statute
 Scholarship, free tuition, and other financial assistance for trustee or member 
of immediate family prohibited; exceptions. § 59‐111‐60 State Statute
 "Qualifying institution" or "institution" defined. § 59‐111‐710 State Statute
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 Environmental Scholars Endowment Fund created; financing; deposit of fines 
and penalties. § 59‐111‐720 State Statute
 "Environmental Scholars Endowment" at qualifying institutions; private match 








 Annual accounting of funds in Environmental Scholars Endowments; reports.  § 59‐111‐760 State Statute
 Sets forth Final disbursements from fund; dissolution of fund. § 59‐111‐770 State Statute
Permits CHE to prescribe Regulations. § 59‐112‐100 State Statute
Establishes vote on tuition change. § 59‐112‐115 State Statute
 Sets forth South Carolina domicile defined for purposes of rates of tuition and 
fees. § 59‐112‐20 State Statute
Sets forth Effect of change of residency. § 59‐112‐30 State Statute
Sets forth  Effect of marriage. § 59‐112‐40 State Statute
Sets forth Tuition rates for military personnel and their dependents. § 59‐112‐50 State Statute
Sets forth Faculty, administrative employees and dependents; eligibility to 
attend classes and receive tuition assistance. § 59‐112‐60 State Statute
 Abatement of rates for nonresidents on scholarship. waiver for students 
participating in international Sister‐State agreement or student exchange 
programs. § 59‐112‐70 State Statute
 Administration of chapter; burden of proving eligibility on students. § 59‐112‐80 State Statute
 Penalties for willful misrepresentations. § 59‐112‐90 State Statute
Defines terms in chapter § 59‐114‐20 State Statute
Outlines College assistance program grants; restrictions. § 59‐114‐30 State Statute
Sets  Qualification requirements.
§ 59‐114‐40 State Statute
 Grants dependent on availability of funds; administration costs. § 59‐114‐65 State Statute
 Grants to institutions; recovery of funds upon withdrawal of student; 
promulgation of regulations. § 59‐114‐75 State Statute
 Effect of authorizing resolution to issue bonds; enforceability of contract. § 59‐147‐100 State Statute
 Sources of revenue or funds for payment of bonds; liability of signers. § 59‐147‐110 State Statute
Defines terms in chapter § 59‐147‐20 State Statute
Sets forth Issuance of revenue bonds; purpose. § 59‐147‐30 State Statute
 Requirement of university board resolution; content of authorizing resolution. § 59‐147‐40 State Statute
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 Authorized revenue bonds; terms; negotiability of bonds § 59‐147‐50 State Statute
Sets Bond exemptions. § 59‐147‐60 State Statute
Requires Signature of bonds. § 59‐147‐70 State Statute
Requirements for Sale of bonds. § 59‐147‐80 State Statute
 Required filing of obligation with State Treasurer. § 59‐147‐90 State Statute
Sets forth process for representation on boards and commissions when new 
judicial circuits created Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐100 State Statute
Establishes illness definition for alcoholism, procedures for counseling and 
treatment, and confidentiality for affected employees Requires a service § 8‐11‐110 State Statute
Sets requirement for posting job vacancy notices Requires a service § 8‐11‐120 State Statute
Authorizes agency to provide aid to employees in moving personal effects Requires a service § 8‐11‐130 State Statute
Establishes guidelines for agency paying for moving expenses of new 
employees Requires a service § 8‐11‐135 State Statute
Establishes minimum wage for state employees and public school bus drivers. Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐140 State Statute
Sets forth process for use of sick or annual leave in conjunction with workers' 
compensation under certain circumstances Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐145 State Statute
Establishes the minimum full‐time workweek for employees and permits 
agencies to use alternate work locations Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐15 State Statute
Permits employee to use of sick leave to care for adopted child Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐155 State Statute
Establishes guidelines and process for agency head salary commission; salary 
increases for agency heads. Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐160 State Statute
Sets forth surveys to be conducted on salary and fringe benefits; salary limits 
for presidents of technical colleges; adjustment of salary range for agency 
heads; training for personeel that review agency head performance Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐165 State Statute
 Permits institution to use flexible scheduling of the mininum work week Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐17 State Statute
Prohibts agency head from dual employment with other agtency abasent prior 
approval; sets forth the proess for a dual employed employee to be timely 
paid Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐170 State Statute
Permits agencies to arrange for blood drives and donations; permits 
employees to be excused from work  to make blood donation Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐175 State Statute
Sets forth procedures and guidelines for funeral leave requests Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐177 State Statute
Permits paid leave for certified disaster service volunteers with the American 




from pool; Requires a service § 8‐11‐185 State Statute
Requires agency to report interim new full‐time employment positions Report our agency must/may provide § 8‐11‐186 State Statute
Requires agency to report  new full‐time employment positions transferred 
from other state agency Report our agency must/may provide § 8‐11‐187 State Statute
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Permiits agencies to use public funds to reward state employees Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐190 State Statute
Establishes processes for mandatory state agency furlough programs; sets 
forth  consultation and guidance services Requires a manner of delivery § 8‐11‐192 State Statute




contributions   Requires a service § 8‐11‐194 State Statute
Sets forth policies on state employee furloughs; affected employees will 
continue to accumulate sick and annual leave and insurance benefits Requires a service § 8‐11‐195 State Statute
Sets out process for hiring of employees to fill temporary grant positions § 8‐11‐196 State Statute
Establishes rates for mileage reimbursement Requires a service § 8‐11‐197 State Statute
Establishes requirements for per diem for public officer or state employee § 8‐11‐198 State Statute
Prohibits payment for professional dues for ABA § 8‐11‐199 State Statute
Sets forth the oath of office and bonds of certain state employees; 
procurement of bonds for certain departments ; requirementsfor executing 
individual/blanket bonds; payment of premimums Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐20 State Statute
Permits reimbursement of travel expenses to persons interviewing for state 
employment § 8‐11‐200 State Statute
Establishes a State Personnel Division to administer personnel admininstration Requires a service § 8‐11‐210 State Statute
Defines terms to be used within this title Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐220 State Statute
Establishes creation, duties and administrative head of State Personnel 
Divsiion and duties of Dept. of Administration § 8‐11‐230 State Statute
Requires Board approval of policies and programs § 8‐11‐240 State Statute
Sets forth creation, membership, and duties of Advisory Council. § 8‐11‐250 State Statute
Sets forth exemptions from application of article § 8‐11‐260 State Statute
Sets forth exemptions from classification and compensation plan for certain 
employees § 8‐11‐270 State Statute
Establishes that  prior actions by the State Personnel Division remain in effect 
until repealed § 8‐11‐280 State Statute
Sets forth legislators shall receive information of rules, classifications and 
compensation schedules annually. Report our agency must/may provide § 8‐11‐290 State Statute
Prohibits unlawful payment or receipt of salary by State employees and 
establishes punishment for violation of such Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐30 State Statute
Sets forth compensation increases for certain state employees currently 
receiving maximum compensation under their classifications. § 8‐11‐300 State Statute
Establishes requirements for withholding or deducting pay from employee's 
wages Report our agency must/may provide § 8‐11‐33 State Statute
Establishes salary payment schedule; guidelines for maximum salaries;  
guidelines for dual compensation Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐35 State Statute
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certain employees attacked; Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐40 State Statute
Establsihes that the sick leave statutues apply to all state agencies, 
department s and insitutions and permits the auditing of sick leave records Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐41 State Statute
Permits transferring accrued annual and sick leave for any legislatve employee 
who transfers agencies Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐45 State Statute
Permits transferring accrued annual and sick leave for any employee who 
transfers between agency an school districts Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐46 State Statute
Sets for the guidelines for providing compensatory time/pay for employees 
that work on legal holidays Requires a service § 8‐11‐50 State Statute
Sets for requirement for providing compensatory pay for working overtime Requires a service § 8‐11‐55 State Statute
Establishes Governor may authorize up to 5 days paid leave for state 
employees who are absent due to state of emergency or hazardous weather Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐57 State Statute
Establishes the method and manner of removal of certain elected State 
officers Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐60 State Statute
Establishes the manner in which annual leave is computed  § 8‐11‐610 State Statute
Establishes that leave and lump‐sum payment permitted upon termination of 
employment, death or retirement of employee; retired police officers hired by 
state agency is not eligible for lump‐sum payment § 8‐11‐620 State Statute
Prohibits department head from hiring additional employees to replace 
employees on annual leave; permits filling for other vacancies  § 8‐11‐630 State Statute
Established that employees can receive credit for prior State service when they 
transfer from one agency to another § 8‐11‐640 State Statute
 Establishes process for State employees/officers to use accrued leave for 
leave of absences due to organ donation Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐65 State Statute
Establishes the workweek that leave can be based upon § 8‐11‐650 State Statute
Prohibits employees from being credited with leave earnings for certain 
circumstances § 8‐11‐660 State Statute
Allow for additional leave may be granted in case of emergency or extreme 
hardship. § 8‐11‐670 State Statute
Defines application of article § 8‐11‐680 State Statute
Permits institutions to assst in selling saving bonds to employees; permits 
deductions from employees pay for the purchase of bonds Requires a service § 8‐11‐70 State Statute
Defines terms in article § 8‐11‐700 State Statute
Permits employees' request for leave from pool leave account. § 8‐11‐710 State Statute
Permits certain person(s) to select leave recipients to participate in the leave‐
transfer program § 8‐11‐720 State Statute
Sets forth process for transfer from annual or sick leave account to pool 
account. § 8‐11‐730 State Statute
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Establishes use of leave from pool account; unused portion of pool account 
upon termination of leave recipient's employment. § 8‐11‐740 State Statute
Permits repayment of deferred compensation plan loans by payroll deduction Requires a service § 8‐11‐75 State Statute
Establishes when a leave recipient personal emergenyis considered  
terminated § 8‐11‐750 State Statute
Establishes that leave remaining after termination of personal emergency to 
be restored to pool account. § 8‐11‐760 State Statute
Requires employing agencies to maintain records and report pertinent 
information to division. Report our agency must/may provide § 8‐11‐770 State Statute
Permits payroll deduction for payment of premiums for  group life, hospital, 
and other insurance in certain instances. Requires a service § 8‐11‐80 State Statute
Permits payroll deduction for dues of certain organizations that are not 
national or multistate Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐83 State Statute
Permits payroll deductions for federal taxes Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐90 State Statute
Permits deductions for charitable contributions. Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐91 State Statute
Sets forth the legislative intent for employee pay plan § 8‐11‐910 State Statute
Establishes qualifying criteria for charitable organizations for payroll 
deductions and that Secretary of State will determine eligibility. Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐92 State Statute
Defining terms in article § 8‐11‐920 State Statute
Sets forth minimu requirements for employee participation for the State to 
provide admin services for payroll deductions for contributions to charitable 
organizations Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐93 State Statute
Requires competitiveness report for determination of base pay increases; 
adjustment of minimum and maximum in salary grades. § 8‐11‐930 State Statute
Establishes confidentiality for state employees authorizing deductions to 
charitable organizations Not related to agency deliverable § 8‐11‐94 State Statute
Sets forth performance increases based on performance requirements § 8‐11‐940 State Statute
Sets forth pay increases applicable to certain health care providers § 8‐11‐945 State Statute
Permits two time periods during any calendar year for general charitable‐
solicitation drives within state offices, agencies and institutions § 8‐11‐95 State Statute
Sets for the bonus payments for exceptional service § 8‐11‐950 State Statute
Sets forth when authorization for payroll deductions may be made or 
terminated; deductions may be prorated. § 8‐11‐96 State Statute
Requires the board to determin maximm amount of increases availabile; 
Provides for performance of audits to insure faire and equitable distribution of 
performance and bonus pay § 8‐11‐960 State Statute
Establishes certain personnel to promulgate necessary regulations to 
accomplishing certain purpose § 8‐11‐97 State Statute
Permits payroll deductions to any lawfully chartered credit unions § 8‐11‐98 State Statute
Permits deductions for parking fees on state owned or operated property Requires a service § 8‐11‐99 State Statute
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Lists persons required to file statement of economic interests. § 8‐13‐1110 State Statute
Contents of statement of economic interests. § 8‐13‐1120 State Statute
Exception to reporting requirement for events to which entire legislative body 
invited. § 8‐13‐1125 State Statute
Legislative invitations committees to keep records of invitations accepted; lists 
made available for  public inspection Report our agency must/may provide § 8‐13‐1127 State Statute
Sets forth report on names of, and purchases by, lobbyists Report our agency must/may provide § 8‐13‐1130 State Statute
Outlines requirement for filing of updated statement. Report our agency must/may provide § 8‐13‐1140 State Statute
Requires filing of statement by certain consultants Report our agency must/may provide § 8‐13‐1150 State Statute
requires forwarding of copies of statement to State Ethics Commission and 
filing person's county of residence Report our agency must/may provide § 8‐13‐1160 State Statute
Technical violations of disclosure requirements; extensions of time for filing 
statements § 8‐13‐1170 State Statute
prohibits soliciting of contributions by elective official or agent from 
employees; favoritism by public official or employee towards employees 
making contributions. § 8‐13‐1180 State Statute
Prohibits offering, giving, soliciting, or receiving anything of value to influence 
action of public employee, member or official, or to influence testimony of 
witness; exceptions; penalty for violation. § 8‐13‐705 State Statute
Requires reporting of particular gifts received by public employee, official, or 
member on statement of economic interests. Report our agency must/may provide § 8‐13‐710 State Statute
Sets out requirements and prohibitions for speaking engagements of public 
officials, members or employees; only expense reimbursement permitted; 
authorization for reimbursement of out‐of‐state expenses. § 8‐13‐715 State Statute
Prohibits  offering, soliciting, or receiving money for advice or assistance of 
public official, member, or employee § 8‐13‐720 State Statute
Prohibits use or disclosure of confidential information by public official, 
member, or employee for financial gain; examination of private records; 
penalties § 8‐13‐725 State Statute
Outlines general prohibition of membership on or employment by regulatory 
agency of person associated with regulated business. § 8‐13‐730 State Statute
Outlines participation in decision affecting personal economic interests by one 
employed by and serving on governing body of governmental entity § 8‐13‐735 State Statute
Outlines limitation on representation of another by a public official, member, 
or employee before a governmental entity § 8‐13‐740 State Statute
Generally prohibits paid representation of clients and contracting by member 
of General Assembly or associate in particular situations. § 8‐13‐745 State Statute
Prohibits employee influence of employment, promotion, advancement, or 
discipline of family member of public official, member, or employee. § 8‐13‐750 State Statute
Sets forth restrictions on former public official, member, or employee serving 
as lobbyist or accepting employment in field of former service § 8‐13‐755 State Statute
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Prohibits  employment by government contractor of former public official, 
member, or employee who was engaged in procurement. § 8‐13‐760 State Statute
Prohibits use of government personnel or facilities for campaign purposes; 
government personnel permitted to work on campaigns on own time § 8‐13‐765 State Statute
Members of General Assembly prohibited from serving on state boards and 





members, or employees § 8‐13‐780 State Statute
Establish that nothing prevents communication by elected official with state 
board or commission on behalf of constituent. § 8‐13‐785 State Statute
Recovery of amounts received by official or employee in breach of ethical 
standards; recovery of kickbacks § 8‐13‐790 State Statute
Sets forth guidelines receipt of award, grant, or scholarship by public official or 
family member § 8‐13‐795 State Statute
Determination of compensation of officers and employees. § 8‐15‐10 State Statute
Duties of officers receiving statutory publications; manner in which 
publications are delivered. § 8‐15‐30 State Statute
 Officer's delivery of state‐owned Code and supplements to successor in office; 
liability on bond for value of retained Code; Code Commissioner to determine 
value § 8‐15‐40 State Statute
 Public employee taking statement in investigation to provide copy to person 
making statement. § 8‐15‐50 State Statute
sets forth powers of governmental units to provide in‐service training for 
employees § 8‐15‐60 State Statute
establishes list of officers that may be appropriate for annual salary 
supplements. § 8‐15‐65 State Statute
Establishes Non‐discriminatory procurement of construction‐related services 
by the State;list  exemptions § 8‐15‐70 State Statute
Sets forth  Legislative findings; declaration of purpose; for grievance procedure § 8‐17‐310 State Statute
Defines terms of this article § 8‐17‐320 State Statute
 sets forth agency employee grievance plans; procedures; appeals § 8‐17‐330 State Statute
establishes creation and process for State Employee Grievance Committee; 
hearings; procedures; appeals § 8‐17‐340 State Statute
Sets forth process of mediation‐arbitration of employment action appeals § 8‐17‐345 State Statute
Establishes duties of state personnel director relative to grievance appeals 
from agency decisions § 8‐17‐350 State Statute
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Sets forth process for mediation of grievances by State Human Resources 
Director. § 8‐17‐360 State Statute
 Exemptions to this article § 8‐17‐370 State Statute
Governs reassignment, termination, or reduction of compensation of 
unclassified executive department employees appointed by governing board 
subject to Senate confirmation § 8‐17‐375 State Statute
 Grievance and performance appraisal procedure for academic employees. § 8‐17‐380 State Statute
Defines terms of this article § 8‐27‐10 State Statute
 No retaliation for filing report of wrongdoing; disciplinary action for 
unfounded or bad faith report or mere technical violation; reward for report 
resulting in savings; State Employee Suggestion Program not superseded. § 8‐27‐20 State Statute
 Civil action against employing public body for retaliation; remedies; 
exhaustion of remedies and other prerequisites; time to bring action § 8‐27‐30 State Statute
Permits  dismissal, suspension, demotion, or decrease in compensation for 
independent cause  § 8‐27‐40 State Statute
Establishes chapter not application to nonpublic or private corporations § 8‐27‐50 State Statute
Sets that summary of chapter must be made available on the publiv body's 
website and ontents of summaries; Report our agency must/may provide § 8‐27‐60 State Statute





 Definitions and General Requirements 12‐1001 State Regulation
 Required Minimum Standards for All Records Storage Facilities.  12‐1002 State Regulation





Retention of Automated Program Listing/Source Code.  12‐1105 State Regulation
Retention of  Computer Run and Scheduling Requests 12‐1106 State Regulation
Retention of Computer System Test Files 12‐1107 State Regulation
Retention of Computer Usage Files 12‐1108 State Regulation
Retention of Data/Database Dictionary Reports.  12‐1109 State Regulation
Retention of Data Processing Hardware Documentation 12‐1110 State Regulation
Retention of  Data Processing Subject Files 12‐1111 State Regulation
Retention of Disaster Preparedness and Recovery Plans.  12‐1112 State Regulation
Retention of Downloaded and Copied Data 12‐1113 State Regulation
Retention of Finding Aids (or Indexes) 12‐1114 State Regulation
Retention of Input/Source Documents 12‐1115 State Regulation
Retention of Inventories of Circuits. 12‐1116 State Regulation
Retention of Network Site/Equipment Support Files.  12‐1117 State Regulation
Retention of Print File.  12‐1118 State Regulation
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Retention of Records of Chargebacks to Data Processing Services Users.  12‐1119 State Regulation
Retention of Security Backup File.  12‐1120 State Regulation
Retention of Summary or Extracted Data Files.  12‐1121 State Regulation
Retention of System Documentation (Non‐Permanent Systems).  12‐1122 State Regulation
Retention of System Users Access Records.  12‐1123 State Regulation






General Schedules 12‐1205 State Regulation
Retention for Electronic Versions of Records Scheduled for Destruction Under 
Approved Specific Retention Schedules.  12‐1206 State Regulation
Sets forth regulations related to retention schedule of state Personnel records. Not related to agency deliverable 12‐400 to 12‐423 State Regulation
 Retention of Employer Status Reports (Unemployment Compensation) 12‐406 State Regulation
Retention of  Employment Applications (Not Hired). 12‐407 State Regulation
Retention of   Employment Data Analysis By Sex and Race 12‐408 State Regulation
Retention of Equal Employment Opportunity Report 12‐409 State Regulation
Retention of Equal Employment Opportunity Reporting and Personnel 
Research Forms 12‐410 State Regulation
Retention of Grievance Files 12‐411 State Regulation
Retention of Job Announcements (Vacancies).  12‐412 State Regulation
Retention of Job Classifications 12‐413 State Regulation
Retention of Leave Records. 12‐414 State Regulation
Retention of Leave Slips 12‐415 State Regulation
Retention of Personnel Administrative File 12‐416 State Regulation
Retention of  Personnel Files (Active & Terminated) 12‐417 State Regulation
Retention of  Personnel Policies and Procedures 12‐418 State Regulation
Retention of Statewide Personnel Information And Reporting System Files 12‐419 State Regulation
Retention of Time And Attendance Records 12‐420 State Regulation
Retention of Vacancies File 12‐421 State Regulation







Retention of Trustee Board Meeting Minutes. 12‐801.5 State Regulation
Retention of Administrative Correspondence 12‐802.5 State Regulation
Retention of Administrative Files 12‐802.6 State Regulation
Retention of Meeting Minutes of President's Executive Staff 12‐802.7 State Regulation
Retention of Resource Files 12‐802.8 State Regulation
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Retention of Administrative Correspondence. 12‐803.5 State Regulation
Retention of Administrative Files. 12‐803.6 State Regulation
Retention of Attorney General Opinions 12‐804.10 State Regulation
Retention of Calendars 12‐804.11 State Regulation
Retention of Central Supply Requests 12‐804.12 State Regulation
Retention of Committee Files. 12‐804.13 State Regulation
Retention of  Computer Utilization Summaries 12‐804.14 State Regulation
Retention of Conferences, Workshops, And Seminars File (College or University 
Sponsored). 12‐804.15 State Regulation
Retention of Deeds And Leases To College or University Property 12‐804.16 State Regulation
Retention of Grant Files (Active and Inactive). 12‐804.17 State Regulation
Retention General Correspondence and Reference File (Non‐Executive Levels) 12‐804.18 State Regulation
Retention of Information Technology Plans. 12‐804.19 State Regulation
Retention of Internal Management Policy and Procedure Files 12‐804.20 State Regulation
Retention of Legislative Reference Files. 12‐804.21 State Regulation
Retention of Litigation Case Files 12‐804.22 State Regulation
Retention of Mailing Lists 12‐804.23 State Regulation
Retention of Management Information Reports 12‐804.24 State Regulation
Retention of Motor Vehicle Insurance. 12‐804.25 State Regulation
Retention of Motor Vehicle Operations and Maintenance Files. 12‐804.26 State Regulation
Retention of Motor Vehicle Purchase File 12‐804.27 State Regulation
Retention of Organizational Charts 12‐804.28 State Regulation
Retention of Permanent Improvement Files 12‐804.29 State Regulation
Retention of Photographs. 12‐804.30 State Regulation
Retention of Property Inventories. 12‐804.31 State Regulation
Retention of Public Relations File. 12‐804.32 State Regulation
Retention of  Publications 12‐804.33 State Regulation
Retention of Contracts 12‐804.34 State Regulation
Retention of Records Management Files 12‐804.35 State Regulation
Retention of Speeches 12‐804.36 State Regulation
Retention of Surveys/Maps 12‐804.37 State Regulation
Retention of Telephone Logs 12‐804.38 State Regulation
Retention of Telephone Bills. 12‐804.39 State Regulation
Retention of Work Order Request File. 12‐804.40 State Regulation
Retention of Work Reports. 12‐804.41 State Regulation
Retention of Accreditation Reports 12‐804.5 State Regulation
Retention of Meeting Minutes (Non‐Executive Levels).
12‐804.6 State Regulation
Retention of Administrative Bulletins. 12‐804.7 State Regulation
Retention of Administrative Regulations. 12‐804.8 State Regulation
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Retention of Annual Reports 12‐804.9 State Regulation
Retention of Employment Applications (Not Hired). 12‐805.10 State Regulation
Retention of Employment Data Analysis by Sex and Race. 12‐805.11 State Regulation
Retention of Equal Employment Opportunity Report 12‐805.12 State Regulation
Retention of Equal Employment Opportunity Reporting and Personnel 
Research Forms 12‐805.13 State Regulation
Retention of Faculty Contracts (Full and Part Time). 12‐805.14 State Regulation
Retention of Grievance Files. 12‐805.15 State Regulation
Retention of Job Announcements (Vacancies). 12‐805.16 State Regulation
Retention of Job Classifications. 12‐805.17 State Regulation
Retention of Leave Records. 12‐805.18 State Regulation
Retention of Leave Slips. 12‐805.19 State Regulation
Retention of Log and Summary of Occupational Injuries and Illnesses 12‐805.20 State Regulation
Retention of Personnel Administrative File 12‐805.21 State Regulation
Retention of Personnel Files (Active & Terminated) 12‐805.22 State Regulation
Retention of Personnel Policies and Procedures 12‐805.23 State Regulation
Retention of Statewide Personnel Information and Reporting System Files. 12‐805.24 State Regulation
Retention of Time and Attendance Records 12‐805.25 State Regulation
Retention of Vacancies File. 12‐805.26 State Regulation
Retention of Affirmative Action Plans and Progress Reports. 12‐805.6 State Regulation
Retention of Dual Employment File. 12‐805.8 State Regulation
Retention of Employer Status Reports (Unemployment Compensation). 12‐805.9 State Regulation
Retention of Disbursement Journal 12‐806.10 State Regulation
Retention of Disbursement Vouchers. 12‐806.11 State Regulation
Retention of Financial Report (Annual). 12‐806.12 State Regulation
Retention of Interdepartmental Transfer (IDT) Credit Invoices 12‐806.13 State Regulation
Retention of Interdepartmental Transfer (IDT) Vouchers. 12‐806.14 State Regulation
Retention of Mail Receipts. 12‐806.15 State Regulation
Retention of Non‐Automated General and Subsidiary Ledgers (Permanent) 12‐806.16 State Regulation
Retention of Purchase Orders and Requisitions. 12‐806.17 State Regulation
Retention of Receipt Books. 12‐806.18 State Regulation
Retention of Small and Minority Business Reporting File (Active and Inactive) 12‐806.19 State Regulation
Retention of Surplus Property. 12‐806.20 State Regulation
Retention of Table Reports (Accounting). 12‐806.21 State Regulation
Retention of Travel Vouchers. 12‐806.22 State Regulation
Retention of Vehicle Trip Logs. 12‐806.23 State Regulation
Retention of Vendor Code Requests. 12‐806.24 State Regulation
Retention of Vendor/Commodity Code Listing Books 12‐806.25 State Regulation
Retention of Warranties and Service Agreements 12‐806.26 State Regulation
Retention of Journal Entries 12‐806.27 State Regulation
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Retention of Authorized Signature List. 12‐806.5 State Regulation
Retention of Bank Deposits and Cancelled Checks. 12‐806.6 State Regulation
Retention of Cash Receipts File and Journal (Computer and Non‐Computer 
Generated Records). 12‐806.7 State Regulation
Retention of Computer Output Reports from Accounting Financial Data Bases 
(Non‐Permanent). 12‐806.8 State Regulation
Retention of Computer Output Reports from Accounting Financial Data Bases 
(Permanent). 12‐806.9 State Regulation
Retention of Payroll Adjustment Forms. 12‐807.10 State Regulation
Retention of  Savings Bond Deductions File 12‐807.11 State Regulation
Retention of Table Reports (Payroll). 12‐807.12 State Regulation
Retention of Workers' Compensation Insurance Files 12‐807.13 State Regulation
Retention of  Employee Payroll Records.  12‐807.14 State Regulation
Retention of W‐2 Form Wage and Tax Statement. 12‐807.15 State Regulation
Retention of  Social Security Reports. 12‐807.16 State Regulation
Retention of Standard Retirement System Quarterly and Monthly Reports. 12‐807.17 State Regulation
Retention of Payroll Check Register. 12‐807.18 State Regulation
Retention of Payroll Register. 12‐807.19 State Regulation
Retention of Computer Output Reports from Payroll Financial Data Bases (Non‐
Permanent). 12‐807.5 State Regulation
Retention of Computer Output Reports from Payroll Financial Data Bases 
(Permanent). 12‐807.6 State Regulation
Retention of Electronic Funds Transfer Authorizations. 12‐807.7 State Regulation
Retention of Employer Contribution Reports. 12‐807.8 State Regulation
Retention of Health, Dental, And Optional Life Insurance Reports. 12‐807.9 State Regulation
Retention of Audit Report 12‐808.5 State Regulation
Retention of Working Papers. 12‐808.6 State Regulation
Retention of Scholarship and Other Institutional Financial Aid Program File. 12‐809.10 State Regulation
Retention of Student Financial Aid Records. 12‐809.11 State Regulation
Retention of Veterans' Files. 12‐809.12 State Regulation
Retention of Continuing Education Student Records. 12‐809.5 State Regulation
Retention of Degree Applications. 12‐809.6 State Regulation
Retention of Grade Sheets/Reports. 12‐809.7 State Regulation
Retention of Official Transcripts (Graduate And Undergraduate). 12‐809.8 State Regulation
Retention of Recruitment Files. 12‐810.10 State Regulation
Retention of Student Evaluations of Instruction 12‐810.11 State Regulation
Retention of Administrative File/Correspondence (Academic Deans and 
Department Chairmen). 12‐810.5 State Regulation
Retention of Meeting Minutes (Academic Deans and Department Chairmen). 12‐810.6 State Regulation
Retention of Photographs/Slides/Posters. 12‐810.7 State Regulation
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Retention of Thesis and Dissertation File 12‐810.8 State Regulation
Retention of Departmental Student Information Files. 12‐810.9 State Regulation
Retention of Ticket Applications 12‐811.10 State Regulation
Retention of Ticket Records. 12‐811.11 State Regulation
Retention of Training Room Medical Records (Active and Inactive). 12‐811.12 State Regulation
Retention of Concession/Lease Agreements 12‐811.5 State Regulation
Retention of Equipment Files 12‐811.6 State Regulation
Retention of Recruiting Files. 12‐811.7 State Regulation
Retention of Scrapbooks. 12‐811.8 State Regulation
Retention of Sports Information Files. 12‐811.9 State Regulation
Retention of Appropriation Requests File. 12‐812.5 State Regulation
Retention of Foundation Files. 12‐812.6 State Regulation
Retention of Gift Files 12‐812.7 State Regulation
Retention of Project Grant Awards And Contracts. 12‐812.8 State Regulation
Retention of Request Cards. 12‐813.10 State Regulation
Retention of Interlibrary Loan Request Records (Processed and Unprocessed) 12‐813.5 State Regulation
Retention of Library Catalog (Books, Periodicals, and Other Publications). 12‐813.6 State Regulation
Retention of Library Fines and Fees 12‐813.7 State Regulation
Retention of Newspaper and Manuscript Collection. 12‐813.8 State Regulation
Retention of Photo Duplication Request Forms. 12‐813.9 State Regulation
Retention of Alumni Fund Raising Files. 12‐814.5 State Regulation
Retention of Alumni Fund Reports. 12‐814.6 State Regulation
Retention of Alumni Files. 12‐814.7 State Regulation
Retention of Student Career Placement and Planning Files. 12‐815.5 State Regulation
Retention of Job Locator Service Files 12‐815.6 State Regulation
Retention of Student Residence Files. 12‐816.5 State Regulation
Retention of Health Records. 12‐817.5 State Regulation
Retention of Sole Source Document Files. 12‐818.5 State Regulation
Retention of Trade‐in Document Files. 12‐818.6 State Regulation
Retention of Emergency Procurement Files. 12‐818.7 State Regulation
Retention of Motor Vehicle Parking Registration File 12‐819.10 State Regulation
Retention of Incident Reports. 12‐819.5 State Regulation
Retention of Parking Tickets. 12‐819.6 State Regulation
Retention of Parking Ticket Appeals. 12‐819.7 State Regulation
Retention of Shift Reports. 12‐819.8 State Regulation





states. Not related to agency deliverable 15 USC 12‐27 Federal US Code
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Requires full disclosure of terms and conditions of finance charges for loans 
and credit plans. Requires a service 15 USC 1601‐1693r Federal US Code
Provides restrictions on employee wage garnishments. Not related to agency deliverable 15 USC 1673 Federal US Code
Promotes accuracy, fairness, and privacy of information from consumer 
reporting agencies; employees must inform applicants if they were rejected 
due to their credit report. Not related to agency deliverable 15 USC 1681 Federal US Code
Creates rights, duties, and liabilities of those using electronic fund transfer 
services. Not related to agency deliverable 15 USC 1693b Federal US Code
Prohibits the restraint of trade or commerce among the several states. Not related to agency deliverable 15 USC 1‐7 Federal US Code
Requires testing and necessary use restrictions on certain chemical 




a safe and complete manner. Not related to agency deliverable 15 USC 2651 Federal US Code
Provides antitrust protection to organizations which are registered as 501(c 




information online from a child under 13 years of age. Not related to agency deliverable 15 USC 6501 Federal US Code
Governs the disclosure and protection of consumer private, personal 
information. Not related to agency deliverable 15 USC 6801 Federal US Code
Sets guidelines for preventing the transmission of misleading and deceptive 
information via email. Not related to agency deliverable 15 USC 7701‐7713 Federal US Code
Prevents certain persons from making payments to foreign government 
officials. Not related to agency deliverable 15 USC 78dd Federal US Code
Establishes rules criminalizing the circumvention of technological protection 
measures. Not related to agency deliverable 17 USC 101 Federal Public Law
Prohibits the unauthorized reproduction or modification of authors' works. Not related to agency deliverable 17 USC 101‐1332 Federal US Code















Description Purpose Law Number Jurisdiction Type Notes









program. Not related to agency deliverable 20 USC 1011i Federal US Code
Requires institutions receiving federal financial assistance to collect 





expenses, by men's and women's teams.  Not related to agency deliverable 20 USC 1092(g) Federal US Code
Dictates the conditions of releasing educational information and records. Requires a service 20 USC 1232g Federal US Code
Prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in education programs or activities 
receiving federal financial assistance including employment. Requires a service 20 USC 1681‐1688 Federal US Code
Institutions may be vicariously liable for criminal acts committed by their 




persons. Not related to agency deliverable 21 USC 801‐889 Federal US Code
Establishes a database that provides various government organizations with 
information on foreign students.  Not related to agency deliverable 22 CFR 62.15 Federal CFR
Establishes uniform administrative requirements, cost principles, and audit 





regulates the exportation of defense services. Not related to agency deliverable 22 USC 2778 Federal US Code
Requires persons acting as agents of foreign principals to file registration 
statements with the Attorney General.  Not related to agency deliverable 22 USC 611‐621 Federal US Code
Prohibits persons from engaging in certain transactions with enemies of the 
United States unless licensed to do so by the President of the United States. Not related to agency deliverable 22 USC 7201‐7211 Federal US Code
Sets forth regulations of the College of Charleston regarding motor vehicles, 
registration, parking, violations, fines, and related matters. Not related to agency deliverable 23‐1 to 23‐7 State Regulation
Establishes responsibilities for College Motor Vehicle Registration 23‐2 State Regulation
Sets for instructions and markings for Parking Areas 23‐3 State Regulation
Discusses Violations, Penalties, & Bonds for Parking Violations 23‐4 State Regulation
Establishes power  and process for Vehicle Towing and Impounding.  23‐5 State Regulation
Establishes appointment power for Boards, Committees and Courts 23‐6 State Regulation
Establishes power to Summons.  23‐7 State Regulation
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pretax basis. Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 125 Federal US Code
Any property or service (or cash under certain circumstances) provided to an 
employee in addition to or in lieu of regular wages will be a taxable fringe 
benefit to the employee, unless specifically excluded by statute. Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 132 Federal US Code
Dictates the conditions in which the substantiation and disclosure provisions 
apply to tax exempt organizations. Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 170 Federal US Code
Sets the guidelines for deductions regarding contributions. Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 170 Federal US Code
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to remove impediments in such 
Code and make our manufacturing, service, and high‐technology businesses 
and workers more competitive and productive both at home and abroad. Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 170 Federal US Code
Dictates which employers and employees are subject to taxation. Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 3101‐3128 Federal US Code
Imposes taxes to help fund unemployment compensation. Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 3301‐3311 Federal US Code
Distinguishes between independent contractors and employees.  Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 3401‐3406 Federal US Code
A trust created or organized in the United States and forming part of a stock 
bonus, pension, or profit‐sharing plan of an employer for the exclusive benefit 
of his employees or their beneficiaries shall constitute a qualified trust. Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 401 Federal US Code
Sets regulations for employee annuities. Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 403 Federal US Code
Sets the guidelines for nonqualified deferred inclusion and under which 
conditions the compensation may be determined as gross income.  Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 409A Federal US Code
Dictates how any deferred compensation may be determined as gross income.  Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 457 Federal US Code
Regulates unrelated business income. Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 511 Federal US Code
Requires institutions to make returns to individuals as the Secretary may by 
regulations prescribe.  Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 6050S Federal US Code
Sets written disclosure requirements for charities receiving contributions in 
excess of $75 as quid pro quo. Not related to agency deliverable 26 USC 6115 Federal US Code
Provides for the safe condition and guarding of portable powered 
tools/equipment (ex: saws/drills/drivers/sanders/grinders/ pneumatic 
tools/explosive fasteners, etc.) including tools furnished by employees. Not related to agency deliverable 29 CFR 1910.243 Federal CFR
Sets the standards for employee pension plans. Not related to agency deliverable 29 USC 1001‐1461 Federal US Code
Prohibits employers from requiring employees to take a lie detector test, with 
limited exceptions. Not related to agency deliverable 29 USC 2001‐2009 Federal US Code
Establishes minimum standards for minimum wage and overtime pay in the 
workplace, etc. Not related to agency deliverable 29 USC 201‐219 Federal US Code
Prohibits wage discrimination between men and women on the base of sex. Not related to agency deliverable 29 USC 206(d) Federal US Code
Requires advance notification of plant closings and mass layoffs, etc. Not related to agency deliverable 29 USC 2101‐2109 Federal US Code
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same terms and conditions as if the employee had not taken leave. Not related to agency deliverable 29 USC 2601‐2654 Federal US Code
Protects certain applicants and employees 40 years of age and older from 
discrimination on the basis of age in hiring, promotion, discharge, 
compensation, or terms, conditions, or privileges of employment. Not related to agency deliverable 29 USC 621‐634 Federal US Code
Requires the institution to have a written emergency action plan. Requires a service 29 USC 651‐678 Federal US Code
Mandates training for employees in the workplace regarding hazardous 
control and requires the reporting of occupational injuries and illnesses.  Not related to agency deliverable 29 USC 651‐678 Federal US Code




















Regulates which certain fringe benefits maybe excluded from gross income. Not related to agency deliverable 31 USC 5314 Federal US Code
Governs water pollution. Not related to agency deliverable 33 USC 1251‐1387 Federal US Code












Patent and Trademark Office.  Not related to agency deliverable 35 USC 1‐390 Federal US Code
Promotes collaboration between commercial concerns and non‐profit 
organizations, including universities, etc.  Not related to agency deliverable 35 USC 200‐212 Federal US Code
Requires federal contracts to contain a provision requiring employees to take 
affirmative action to employ and advance the employment qualified covered 
veterans. Not related to agency deliverable 38 USC 4211‐4214 Federal US Code
Prohibits discrimination against veteran applicants and employees and 
mandates institutions to include a clause stating such prohibition in all federal 
subcontractors of $100,000 or more.   Not related to agency deliverable 38 USC 4211‐4215 Federal US Code
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Sets forth regulations for members of the uniformed services to return to their 
civilian employment upon completion of their service. Not related to agency deliverable 38 USC 4301‐4335 Federal US Code
Prohibits federal agencies from contracting with others unless without the 
other party agreeing not to engage in drug activity. Not related to agency deliverable 41 USC 8101‐8106 Federal US Code



































information pamphlet. Requires a service 42 USC 4852d Federal US Code
Prohibits discrimination on the basis of age in programs and activities receiving 














hazardous waste sites. Not related to agency deliverable 42 USC 9601‐9675 Federal US Code
Requires federal agencies and federal contractors to develop and implement 
mandatory information security risk management standards.  Not related to agency deliverable 44 USC 3541 Federal US Code
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communications.  Not related to agency deliverable 47 USC 1001‐1010 Federal US Code
Regulates interstate and foreign commerce in communication by wire and 
radio, without discrimination; sets forth the regulations for obtaining 
certification to provide wireless communication services and cable systems. Not related to agency deliverable 47 USC 151 Federal US Code





related matters. Not related to agency deliverable 47‐1 to 47‐501 State Regulation
 Defines Cause Other Than Misconduct 47‐100 State Regulation
 Substandard Performance Due to Inefficiency, Inability, or Incapacity.  47‐101 State Regulation
Permits Waiver of Non‐Fraudulent or No‐Fault Overpayment. 47‐103 State Regulation
Establishes  Work Search for claimaint 47‐104 State Regulation
Requires  Displaying of Informational Posters  47‐11 State Regulation
Requires Displaying Coverage Information. 47‐12 State Regulation
Sets forth Furnishing Printed Information to Workers. 47‐13 State Regulation
Establishes Record keeping 47‐14 State Regulation
Requires Reports and Instructions Relative to Report Form 47‐15 State Regulation
Sets forth payable Contributions: Interest.  47‐16 State Regulation
Sets forth  Information to Be Furnished with Respect to Changes in Ownership, 
Notification of Acquisitions, and Methods for the Transfer of Experience 
Rating.  47‐17 State Regulation
Requires Workers to Procure Social Security Account Numbers.  47‐18 State Regulation
Sets forth Separation Notices 47‐19 State Regulation
Establishes authorized Representatives of the Department of Employment and 
Workforce 47‐2 State Regulation
Defines Types of Unemployment 47‐20 State Regulation
Sets forth Filing Claims for Benefits and Registration for Work.  47‐21 State Regulation
Sets forth Method of Paying Benefits.  47‐22 State Regulation
Sets forth offers of work 47‐23 State Regulation
 Week" Defined 47‐24 State Regulation
 Sets forth Wages Payable in Quarter.  47‐25 State Regulation
 Sets forth Payment of Benefits to a Deceased Claimant 47‐26 State Regulation
 Notice of Benefit Payments 47‐27 State Regulation
Application of  Military Service 47‐28 State Regulation
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Sets forth  Payment of Benefits to Interstate Claimants and the Combination of 
Wage Credits.  47‐29 State Regulation
Defines terms in regulations 47‐3 State Regulation
 Meaning of Terms.  47‐30 State Regulation
 Public Employment Office defined 47‐31 State Regulation
Sets forth Time for Filing of Continued Claims (Non‐Job Attached).  47‐32 State Regulation
Sets forth Employer Elections to Cover Multi‐state Workers.  47‐33 State Regulation
Sets forth Notice of Benefit Determination and Appeal Rights.  47‐34 State Regulation
Sets forth Benefits Payable Under Title XV of the Social Security Act, as 
amended.  47‐35 State Regulation
 Review of Rulings with Respect to the Status, Liability, and Rate Contributions 
of an Employer or Employing Unit.  47‐36 State Regulation
Defines and establish limits and requirements for a  Joint Account.  47‐39 State Regulation
 Sets forth Employer Legal Entity Classification.  47‐4 State Regulation
 Establishment of Joint Account for Parent Employer and One or More 
Subsidiary Legal Entities Rendering No Employment.  47‐40 State Regulation
 Bonding Requirements for Certain Nonprofit Organizations. 47‐41 State Regulation
 Child Support Intercept of Unemployment Benefits 47‐42 State Regulation
 Sets forth Exclusion of Claims for Extended Benefits in Determining the Rate 
of Insured Unemployment 47‐43 State Regulation
Sets Limitation on Trade Readjustment Allowances. 47‐44 State Regulation
 Prohibition Against the Disqualification From Trade Readjustment Allowances 
When Enrolled for Approved Training 47‐45 State Regulation
 Suitable Work Requirements for Extended Benefits 47‐48 State Regulation
 Pension Reductions From Unemployment Benefits.  47‐49 State Regulation
Sets forth Delinquent Report. 47‐5 State Regulation
Defines terms in chapter 47‐500 State Regulation
Sets forth process for Unemployment Trust Fund Solvency 47‐501 State Regulation
 Establishes Appeals to the Appeal Tribunal.  47‐51 State Regulation
Establishes Appeals to the Appellate Panel. 47‐52 State Regulation
Sets forth process for Issuance of Subpoenas.  47‐53 State Regulation
 Orders for Supplying Information from the Records of the Agency.  47‐54 State Regulation
Permits Representation before Appeal Tribunal and the Appellate Panel.  47‐55 State Regulation
 Inspection of the Decisions of the Appeal Tribunals and the Appellate Panel.  47‐56 State Regulation
 Appeal to the Courts.  47‐57 State Regulation
Establishes Benefit Ratio for Zero Taxable Wages 47‐6 State Regulation
Sets  Interest Surcharge 47‐7 State Regulation
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Establishes guidelines for drug testing of commercial motor vehicle operators.  Not related to agency deliverable 49 USC 31144 Federal US Code
Protects against the risks to life, property, and the environment that are 
inherent in the transportation of hazardous material in intrastate, interstate, 
and foreign commerce. Not related to agency deliverable 49 USC 5101‐5128 Federal US Code
Sets the guidelines for releasing information controlled by the government. Not related to agency deliverable 5 USC 552 Federal US Code
Sets forth regulations to preserve and promote the integrity of public officials 
and institutions.  Not related to agency deliverable 5 USC 7353 Federal US Code
Grants the President of the United States the authority to declare a threat to 
the United States and take subsequent precautionary measures. Not related to agency deliverable 50 USC 1701‐1707 Federal US Code
Regulates the export of certain items that may be used in civilian and military 
realms. Not related to agency deliverable 50 USC 2401‐2420 Federal US Code
Sets forth location, business hours and sessions of State Ethics Commission.  52‐100 State Regulation
Sets forth regulations regarding Matters and appeals before the State Ethics 
Commission as well as Statement of Economic Interests regulations. Not related to agency deliverable 52‐100 to 52‐807 State Regulation
Establishes purpose and scope of SEC 52‐201 State Regulation
Establishes Severability.  52‐202 State Regulation
Defines terms in chapter 52‐203 State Regulation
Sets forth proces to establish and list Official Forms and Documents. 52‐204 State Regulation
 Date of Filing with the Commission Defined. 52‐205 State Regulation
Establishes Method of Service.  52‐206 State Regulation
Sets forth Effect of Signature 52‐207 State Regulation
Sets forth Computation of Time 52‐208 State Regulation
Sets forth motions and Other Papers.  52‐209 State Regulation
Establishes Notice of Representation 52‐210 State Regulation
Permits Subpoenas 52‐211 State Regulation
Establishes process and requirements for Amendments to Forms 52‐212 State Regulation
Establishes Advisory Opinions, Generally 52‐301 State Regulation
Establishes Informal Advisory Opinions.  52‐302 State Regulation
Establishes Formal Advisory Opinions. 52‐303 State Regulation
 General information about Lobbyists, Lobbyists's principals and rating entities 52‐401 State Regulation
  Lobbyist's and Lobbyist's Principal Registration, Termination, Supplemental 
Registration, Record Keeping, and Reregistration Requirements.  52‐402 State Regulation
 Lobbyists and Lobbyist's Principal Reporting Requirements.  52‐403 State Regulation
 Registration of Rating or Ranking Entities 52‐404 State Regulation
 Administrative Enforcement of Registration and Reporting of Lobbyists, 
Lobbyist's Principals and Rating Entities Activities and Expenditures.  52‐405 State Regulation
 General Campaign Practices and Reports 52‐501 State Regulation
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 Responsibility of Persons Accepting Declarations of Candidacy or Petitions for 
Nomination.  52‐502 State Regulation
 Committees Receiving or Spending Funds to Influence Elections Must 
Register. 52‐503 State Regulation
 Candidate's and Committee's Campaign Reports. 52‐504 State Regulation
 Committees Registered with the Federal Election Commission 52‐505 State Regulation
 Administrative Enforcement of Candidate's and Committee's Registration and 
Reporting Requirements.  52‐506 State Regulation
 Statement of Economic Interests and Contract Disclosure Forms 52‐601 State Regulation
 Persons Required to File Statements of Economic Interests and Agencies 
Required to File Contract Disclosure Forms.  52‐602 State Regulation
 Confidential Statements of Economic Interests.  52‐603 State Regulation
 Reporting by Persons Not Required to File a Statement of Economic Interest 52‐604 State Regulation
 Approval for Out‐of‐State Expenses. 52‐605 State Regulation
 Consultant's Disclosure Forms.  52‐606 State Regulation
 Candidates' and Incumbents' Statements of Economic Interests 52‐607 State Regulation
 Administrative Enforcement. 52‐608 State Regulation
 Contested Case Procedure‐ General 52‐701 State Regulation
Sets forth Initiating a Complaint.  52‐702 State Regulation
Sets forth Parties to the Proceeding. 52‐703 State Regulation
Sets forth Complaint Procedures.  52‐704 State Regulation
Sets forth Investigation of Complaints.   52‐705 State Regulation
Sets forthAmendment and Withdrawal of Complaint.  52‐706 State Regulation
 Sets forthHearing Notice. 52‐707 State Regulation
 Sets forthRequest for Remediation.  52‐708 State Regulation
 Sets forthRespondent's Answer to Complaint.  52‐709 State Regulation
Sets forth Discovery.  52‐710 State Regulation
 Sets forth Admission of Expert's Reports and Other Forms of Written Evidence 52‐711 State Regulation
Sets forth Presentation of Evidence.  52‐712 State Regulation
Sets forth Conduct of Hearings.  52‐713 State Regulation
Sets forth Burden of Proof.  52‐714 State Regulation
Sets forth Continuance, Postponement and Adjournment. 52‐715 State Regulation
Sets forth Final Disposition and Order.  52‐716 State Regulation
Sets forth Record of Hearing and Transcripts.  52‐717 State Regulation
Sets forth  Confidentiality of Proceedings.  52‐718 State Regulation
Sets forth Filing an Appeal.  52‐801 State Regulation
Sets forth Notice of Appellate Hearing 52‐802 State Regulation
Sets forth Briefs.  52‐803 State Regulation
Sets forth Oral Argument.  52‐804 State Regulation
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Sets forth Composition of the Panel for Full Commission Review.  52‐805 State Regulation
Sets forth Standard of Review 52‐806 State Regulation
Sets forth Additional Evidence 52‐807 State Regulation
Designates certain State colleges and universities, including the College of 
Charleston. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐10 State Statute
Provides for display of United States and State flags. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐100 State Statute
Provides for display of State flag on buildings. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐110 State Statute
Provides that no graduate shall be charged more than the actual cost of their 
diploma, unless graduate elects to pay more. Requires a service 59‐101‐120 State Statute
Provides that each State College shall report to each student's high school the 
progress of each student during their first semester. Requires a service 59‐101‐130 State Statute
Provides that the Board of Education shall tabulate and present to the General 
Assembly a report of the academic progress of each high school's graduates 
while Freshmen at college. Requires a manner of delivery 59‐101‐140 State Statute
States that no State College shall create a new program without the approval 
of either the CHE or the General Assembly. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐150 State Statute
Provides for liability insurance coverage for college employees. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐170 State Statute
Allows for sale of excess real property and sets rules regarding use of 
proceeds. Requires a service 59‐101‐180 State Statute
Allows College Boards to maintain financial management and accounting 
systems. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐185 State Statute
Allows certain classes of funds to be used to recognize academic achievement 
and research excellence. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐187 State Statute
Transfers all property of the College of Charleston to the State. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐20  State Statute
Prohibits hazing by students and provides for penalties. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐200 State Statute
Provides for public institutional reports for certain violations by fraternity and 
sorority organizations and redress for such violations. Report our agency must/may provide 59‐101‐210 State Statute
Provides that Colleges shall emphasize teaching as a career opportunity. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐280 State Statute
Sets meeting attendance requirements for members of governing boards. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐285 State Statute
Provides for notification to students of risks of contracting certain diseases if 






offenses Report our agency must/may provide 59‐101‐335 State Statute
Provides for allocation of funds for the " Cutting Edge Research Investment 
Initiative" Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐340 State Statute
Allows reallocation of funds between Palmetto Fellows and need based grants 
with priority given to students in custody of DSS. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐345 State Statute
Provides for submission of information for Commission on Higher education 
annual report. Report our agency must/may provide 59‐101‐350 State Statute
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Provides for revenue from tax on catalog sales to be allocated to Mail Order 
Sales Tax Fund and allows for disposition. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐360 State Statute
Provides for refund of tuition and fees if activated for military service and an 




Board. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐40 State Statute
Provides for educational credit for certain courses that are part of military 
training or service. Requires a service 59‐101‐400 State Statute
Sets forth qualifications to award educational credit for 
certain courses to honorably discharged military member




population. Report our agency must/may provide 59‐101‐420 State Statute
Sets requirements related to eligibility of unlawful aliens to attend State 
colleges, develops procedure to determine lawful presence, and sets terms 
regarding eligibility for public benefits on the basis of residence. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐430 State Statute
Gives enrollment preference at State Colleges to SC state residents. Requires a service 59‐101‐50 State Statute
Provides that State funds may not be used to provide subsidies for out of state 
students at State‐Supported Colleges. Requires a service 59‐101‐55 State Statute
Sets requirements for use of funds for lump sum bonus plans. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐610 State Statute
Sets terms regarding education fee waivers. Requires a manner of delivery 59‐101‐620 State Statute
Sets terms regarding funding research grant positions Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐630 State Statute
Sets terms regarding health insurance for research assistants. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐640 State Statute
Provides for power of eminent domain to State Colleges for private lands; sets 
terms for condemned land Not related to agency deliverable 59‐101‐650 State Statute
Provides for process for annual audit and quality review; sets terms for pre‐
approved CPA firms. Requires a manner of delivery 59‐101‐660 State Statute
Provides for an online register of state p‐card transactions available to the 
public, subject to certain redactions. Report our agency must/may provide 59‐101‐670 State Statute
Provides that colleges may confer degrees after completion of a course of 
study approved by the State Board of Education. Requires a service 59‐101‐80 State Statute
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Establishes Board of trustees for College and its composition and terms Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐10 State Statute
Sets compensation for Board of Trustees members. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐20 State Statute
Defines "equipment" for purposes of application of statutory law sections .   Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐210  State Statute
Grants authority to issue revenue bonds for certain purposes for the College.     Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐220 State Statute
Sets out procedure for the authorization and issuance of revenue bonds. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐230 State Statute
Sets out the parameters, terms and conditions regarding revenue bonds. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐240 State Statute
Provides that bonds issued by college shall be tax free bonds. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐250 State Statute
Provides that bonds must be signed by the Board Chairman and attested by 
the Secretary of the Board. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐260 State Statute
Provides that bonds will be sold under terms the Board considers advisable. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐270 State Statute
Requires Board to file with State Treasurer within thirty days of issuance, 
complete description of all obligations entered into by the Board, to include 
interest rate, maturity date, annual payments, and all pertinent data. Report our agency must/may provide 59‐130‐280 State Statute
Provides that Resolutions, covenants, and agreements providing for issuance 
of bonds are binding contracts. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐290 State Statute
Delineates powers of the Board of Trustees. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐30 State Statute
Sets requirements for payment of bonds by the College alone. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐300 State Statute
Grants authority to sell Remley's Point property and use proceeds of sale.           Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐35  State Statute
Sets out number of meetings, locations of meetings,  quorum required for 
Board of Trustees;  vote required regarding president selection or dismissal; 
meeting attendees and timely meeting notices. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐40  State Statute
Provides for bonds for Academic and administrative facilities for the College. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐410 State Statute
Defines terms to be used within the bond act of the College. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐420 State Statute
Provides authority to issue bonds for academic and administrative facilities. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐430 State Statute
Requires Board resolution and outline of purposes and terms for bond issues. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐440 State Statute
Sets provisions for interest, maturity, redemption, and negotiability of bonds Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐450 State Statute
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Provides for College bonds to be exempt from local and state taxes and 
franchise/license fees. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐460  State Statute
Provides for requirements regarding the signing of bonds and interest 
coupons. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐470 State Statute
Provides for arrangements regarding public and/or private sale of bonds. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐480 State Statute
Provides for filing bond data with state treasurer within 30 days of issue. Report our agency must/may provide 59‐130‐490 State Statute
Sets out Board of Trustees authority to sell or lease donated real property. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐50 State Statute
Provides that Board resolutions regarding bonds are enforceable contracts. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐500 State Statute
Provides that bond repayment is an obligation of the university and not the 
state nor the signator; requires bond(s) ot have indentified source(s) of 
revenue Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐510 State Statute
Sets out Board of Trustees authority to enter into ground lease agreements. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐130‐60 State Statute
Allows for board of Trustees to provide parking facilities, regulations for 
facilities and schedule of rates for College. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐131‐10 State Statute
Allows bonds to be sold publicly or privately. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐131‐100 State Statute
Provides for the Board to make covenants to provide for bond payments. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐131‐110 State Statute
Allows the power of the College to issue parking facility bonds to remain open 
ended. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐131‐120  State Statute
Allows for Bond issue for parking. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐131‐20 State Statute
Allows for Bond proceeds to be used for parking facilities. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐131‐25 State Statute
Provides that bond payments shall be solely from parking proceeds. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐131‐30 State Statute
Provides that bonds not backed by state full faith and credit. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐131‐40  State Statute
Provides for Board resolutions for terms and conditions of bonds. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐131‐50 State Statute
Provides that bonds shall be negotiable and registered. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐131‐60 State Statute
Provides that parking facility bonds are tax exempt. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐131‐70 State Statute
Provides that parking bonds are lawful investments. Not related to agency deliverable 59‐131‐80 State Statute
Provides that bonds shall be executed by Board of Trustees and have College 








campus deaths and criminal sexual assault cases. Requires a service 59‐154‐10 State Statute
 Program Definitions.  62‐1000 State Regulation
 Identifying Eligibility for Scholarship Renewal. 62‐1005 State Regulation
   Filing an Appeal. 62‐1010 State Regulation
 Supporting Materials. 62‐1020 State Regulation
 Appeals Committee 62‐1025 State Regulation
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Approval of Appeals. 62‐1030 State Regulation
 Notification Process for Appeals Decisions. 62‐1035 State Regulation
 Sets forth Appeals Decision. 62‐1040 State Regulation
 Establishes Authority. 62‐1100 State Regulation
Sets  Eligibility. 62‐1110 State Regulation
 Authorization. 62‐1120 State Regulation
 Program Definitions. 62‐1130 State Regulation
Sets forth  Proof of Eligibility. 62‐1140 State Regulation
Sets forth process Inquiries and Appeals. 62‐1150 State Regulation
 Penalties for Misrepresenting Eligibility. 62‐1160 State Regulation
 Institutional Eligibility for State Support. 62‐1170 State Regulation
 Purpose of the LIFE Scholarship Program. 62‐1200.1 State Regulation
  Student Eligibility: LIFE Scholarship and LIFE Scholarship Enhancement. 62‐1200.10 State Regulation
 Continued Eligibility: LIFE Scholarship and LIFE Scholarship Enhancement. 62‐1200.15 State Regulation
 Terms of Eligibility: LIFE Scholarship and LIFE Scholarship Enhancement. 62‐1200.20 State Regulation
 Regaining or Earning Eligibility: LIFE Scholarship and LIFE Scholarship 
Enhancement. 62‐1200.25 State Regulation
  Transfer Students: LIFE Scholarship and LIFE Scholarship Enhancement.  62‐1200.30 State Regulation
Students with Disabilities: LIFE Scholarship and LIFE Scholarship Enhancement 62‐1200.35 State Regulation
 Enrollment in Internships, Cooperative Work Programs, Travel Study Programs 
and National and International Student Exchange Programs: LIFE Scholarship 
and LIFE Scholarship Enhancement. 62‐1200.40 State Regulation
 Military Mobilization: LIFE Scholarship and LIFE Scholarship Enhancement.   62‐1200.45 State Regulation
 Program Definitions. 62‐1200.5 State Regulation
LIFE Scholarship Refunds and Repayments. 62‐1200.50 State Regulation
Appeals Procedures: LIFE Scholarship and LIFE Scholarship Enhancement. 62‐1200.55 State Regulation
 Institutional Policies and Procedures for Awarding: LIFE Scholarship and LIFE 
Scholarship Enhancement. 62‐1200.60 State Regulation
 Institutional Disbursements: LIFE Scholarship and LIFE Scholarship 











Defines terms in regulations 62‐251 State Regulation
  Program Benefits and Maximum Assistance. 62‐252 State Regulation
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Sets forth College Assistance Program Terms of Eligibility (Student Eligibility). 62‐253 State Regulation
Sets forth Participant Application Process and Continued Eligibility. 62‐254 State Regulation
 Enrollment in Internships, Cooperative Work Programs, Travel Study Programs 
and National and International Student Exchange Programs. 62‐255 State Regulation
Establishes process for those effected by  Military Mobilization. 62‐256 State Regulation
 Exception to Policy. 62‐257 State Regulation
  Institutional Policies and Procedures for Awarding. 62‐258 State Regulation
 Sets forth Benefits Disbursement and Reimbursements.  62‐259 State Regulation
 Sets forth Program Administration and Audits process 62‐260 State Regulation
 Suspension or Termination of Institutional Participation. 62‐261 State Regulation
Establishes Funding. 62‐262 State Regulation
 Purpose of the Palmetto Fellows Scholarship and Scholarship Enhancement. 62‐300 State Regulation
 Allocation of Program Funds. 62‐305 State Regulation
Defines terms in regulations 62‐310 State Regulation
 Initial Eligibility for Palmetto Fellows Scholarship. 62‐315 State Regulation
 Eligibility for Palmetto Fellows Scholarship Enhancement. 62‐318 State Regulation
 Palmetto Fellows Scholarship Application. 62‐320 State Regulation
 Palmetto Fellows Scholarship Selection Process. 62‐325 State Regulation
  Policies and Procedures for Awarding the Palmetto Fellows Scholarship and 
the Palmetto Fellows Scholarship Enhancement. 62‐330 State Regulation
 Establishes Duration and Renewal of Awards. 62‐335 State Regulation
  Transfer of or Reapplication for the Palmetto Fellows Scholarship and the 
Palmetto Fellows Scholarship Enhancement. 62‐340 State Regulation
Sets forth qualifications for Students with Disabilities. 62‐345 State Regulation
  Enrollment in Internships, Cooperative Work Programs, Travel Study 
Programs, or National or International Student Exchange Programs. 62‐350 State Regulation
Sets our process for those affected by Military Mobilization. 62‐351 State Regulation
Sets out appeals process 62‐355 State Regulation
Sets forth Institutional Disbursement of Funds 62‐360 State Regulation
Sets forth Refunds and Repayments. 62‐365 State Regulation
Establishes Program Administration and Auditing process 62‐370 State Regulation
 Suspension or Termination of Institutional Participation. 62‐375 State Regulation
 Improving Undergraduate Instruction‐Competitive Grants Program. 62‐400 State Regulation
 Commission to Develop Program; Eligible Institutions; Criteria for Awarding 
Grants. 62‐401 State Regulation
Establishes Purpose of the South Carolina Need‐based Grants Program 62‐450 State Regulation
Sets Allocation of Need‐based Grant Funds to Public and Independent 
Institutions. 62‐455 State Regulation
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 Program Definitions for Administering South Carolina Need‐based Grants at 
Public Institutions. 62‐460 State Regulation
Sets terms for Student Eligibility. 62‐465 State Regulation
Sets Policies and Procedures for Awarding Need‐based Grants. 62‐470 State Regulation
 Duration of Award and Continued Eligibility. 62‐475 State Regulation
Establishes eligibility for students with disabilities 62‐480 State Regulation
 Enrollment in Internships, Cooperative Work Programs, Travel Study 
Programs, or National or International Student Exchange Programs. 62‐485 State Regulation
Sets institutional Disbursement of Need‐based Grants. 62‐490 State Regulation
 Sets Refunds and Repayments. 62‐495 State Regulation
 Program Administration and Audits. 62‐500 State Regulation
 Suspension or Termination of Institutional Participation. 62‐505 State Regulation
 Establishing Borrower Eligibility.  62‐510 State Regulation
 Loan Maximums. 62‐520 State Regulation
Establishing Loan Administration. 62‐521 State Regulation
Sets Repayment conditions 62‐522 State Regulation
 Introduction to General Regulations Relating to Borrowers 62‐540 State Regulation
 Borrower Eligibility. 62‐550 State Regulation
Sets  Loan Maximums. Funding agency deliverable(s) 62‐560 State Regulation
Establishes Loan Administration. Requires a service 62‐570 State Regulation
 Establishes Loan Repayment Requires a service 62‐580 State Regulation
 Reporting Requirements. Report our agency must/may provide 62‐590 State Regulation
 Sets process for determining Rates of Tuition and Fees. Not related to agency deliverable 62‐600 State Regulation
Sets Code of Laws Governing Residence 62‐601 State Regulation
Defines terms in this regulation 62‐602 State Regulation
 Establishing Residency, Citizens and Permanent Residents. 62‐603 State Regulation
 Non‐Resident Aliens, Non‐Citizens, and Non‐Permanent Residents. 62‐604 State Regulation
 Establishing the Requisite Intent to Become a South Carolina Domiciliary.
62‐605 State Regulation
Requires Maintaining Residence. 62‐606 State Regulation
 Sets Effect of Change of Residency. 62‐607 State Regulation
Sets Effect of Marriage. 62‐608 State Regulation
Sets  Exceptions. 62‐609 State Regulation
 Application for Change of Resident Status. 62‐610 State Regulation
Addresses Incorrect classification. 62‐611 State Regulation
Sets process for  Inquiries and Appeals. 62‐612 State Regulation
Establishes Authority of CHE for certain performance regulations 62‐700 State Regulation
Defines terms in this regulation 62‐710 State Regulation
Defines Measures and Standards by CHE 62‐720 State Regulation
Establishes  Performance Funding Allocation Plan. 62‐730 State Regulation
Sets a Performance Evaluation 62‐740 State Regulation
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 Process for Review for Reduction, Expansion, Consolidation or Closure. 62‐750 State Regulation
 Purpose of the South Carolina Academic Endowment Incentive Act of 1997. 62‐820 State Regulation
 Eligible Institutions. 62‐830 State Regulation
Defines terms of regulation 62‐835 State Regulation
Sets incentives for Donors. 62‐840 State Regulation
 Determination of Qualifying Earnings. 62‐850 State Regulation
 The South Carolina Higher Education Matching Gift Fund. 62‐860 State Regulation
 Availability of Matching Gift Funds. 62‐870 State Regulation
 Conditions Pertaining to Matching Gift Funds. 62‐880 State Regulation
 Procedures for Submission and Documentation of Requests of Matching Gift 
Funds. 62‐890 State Regulation
 Carry Forward of Matching Gift Funds. 62‐900 State Regulation
 Duration of Award. 62‐900.100 State Regulation
Sets eligibility of Transfer Students. 62‐900.105 State Regulation
Sets eligibility of Students with Disabilities. 62‐900.110 State Regulation
 Military Mobilization. 62‐900.111 State Regulation
 Refunds or Repayments. 62‐900.115 State Regulation
 Appeals Procedures. 62‐900.120 State Regulation
 Institutional Policies and Procedures for Awarding.   62‐900.125 State Regulation
Institutional Disbursements. 62‐900.130 State Regulation
 Program Administration and Audits. 62‐900.135 State Regulation
 Suspension or Termination of Institutional Participation. 62‐900.140 State Regulation
 Purpose of the Lottery Tuition Assistance Program. 62‐900.150 State Regulation
 Allocation of Funds. 62‐900.155 State Regulation
 Program Definitions. 62‐900.160 State Regulation
 Sets Student Eligibility for Lottery Tuition Assistance 62‐900.165 State Regulation
 Policies and Procedures for Awarding Lottery Tuition Assistance. 62‐900.170 State Regulation
 Duration of Award and Continued Eligibility. 62‐900.175 State Regulation
Eligibility of Students with Disabilities. 62‐900.180 State Regulation
Eligibility of those affected by  Military Mobilization. 62‐900.181 State Regulation
 Institutional Disbursement of Funds. 62‐900.185 State Regulation
 Refunds and Repayments. 62‐900.190 State Regulation
 Program Administration and Audits. 62‐900.195 State Regulation
  Suspension or Termination of Institutional Participation. 62‐900.200 State Regulation
 Purpose of the SC HOPE Scholarship Program. 62‐900.85 State Regulation
Sets funding 62‐900.86 State Regulation
Defines terms used in regulations 62‐900.90 State Regulation
Sets Student Eligibility 62‐900.95 State Regulation
 Purpose of the Higher Education Excellence Enhancement Program. 62‐901 State Regulation
 Applications of Eligible Institutions. 62‐902 State Regulation
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 Allocation of Appropriations. 62‐903 State Regulation
 Funds to Be Awarded Based on Merit. 62‐904 State Regulation
Prevents the manufacture, sale, or transportation of adulterated or 
misbranded insecticides, fungicides, and rodenticides. Not related to agency deliverable 7 USC 136‐136y Federal US Code
Regulates the treatment of animals in research, exhibition, transport, and by 
dealers. Not related to agency deliverable 7 USC 2131‐2159 Federal US Code
Governs the admission and employment of foreign nationals in the United 


















Sets forth rules and causes of action for whistle blowers reporting violations. Not related to agency deliverable 8‐27‐10 to 8‐27‐60  State Statute
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Covid‐19 Order‐ Emergency measures Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 20‐73 State Executive Order
Covid‐19 Order  ‐ State of Emergency Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 20‐75 State Executive Order
Covid‐19 Order  ‐ State of Emergency Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 20‐77 State Executive Order
Covid‐19 Order  ‐ State of Emergency Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 21‐03 State Executive Order
Covid‐19 Order  ‐ State of Emergency Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 21‐07 State Executive Order
Covid‐19 Order  ‐ State of Emergency Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 21‐08 State Executive Order
Covid‐19 Order  ‐ State of Emergency Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 21‐10 State Executive Order
Covid‐19 Order‐ Emergency measures Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 21‐11 State Executive Order
Covid‐19 Order‐ Emergency measures Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 21‐12 State Executive Order
Covid‐19 Order  ‐ State of Emergency Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 21‐13 State Executive Order
Covid‐19 Order  ‐ State of Emergency Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 21‐15 State Executive Order
Severe weather leave with pay Funding agency deliverable(s) Exec Order 21‐16 State Executive Order
Covid‐19 Order  ‐ State of Emergency Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 21‐18 State Executive Order
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Covid‐19 Order  ‐ State of Emergency Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 21‐20 State Executive Order
Covid‐19 Order  ‐ State of Emergency Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 21‐22 State Executive Order
Covid‐19 Order‐ Emergency measures Not related to agency deliverable Exec Order 21‐23 State Executive Order































for educational purposes. Requires a service IRS Publication 970 Federal IRS Publication
Covid ‐related Proviso Measures‐ Vacinations Funding agency deliverable(s) Priviso 117.163 State Budget Proviso
Covid ‐Related Proviso Measures Funding agency deliverable(s) Proviso 117.190 State Budget Proviso
Sets forth the guidelines for releasing medical and health information of 
individuals. Not related to agency deliverable Pub. L. 104‐191 Federal Public Law







disclosures made pursuant to the securities laws. Not related to agency deliverable Pub. L. 107‐204 Federal Public Law
Sets forth the guidelines of which instructors may display work as part of on‐
line instruction or other distance education medium. Not related to agency deliverable Pub. L. 107‐273 Federal Public Law
Established the Department of Homeland Security. Not related to agency deliverable Pub. L. 107‐296 Federal Public Law
Sets forth guidelines with respect to the statutory license for webcasting; 
permits the suspension of certain payments by noncommercial webcasters. Not related to agency deliverable Pub. L. 107‐321 Federal Public Law
Mandates a mode of providing information to the public regarding entities 
receiving federal funds. Requires a service Pub. L. 109‐282 Federal Public Law
Requires the institution to submit an annual report of its greenhouse gas 
emissions.  Requires a service Pub. L. 110‐161 Federal Public Law
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Extends provisions under the Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP programs. Not related to agency deliverable Pub. L. 110‐173 Federal Public Law
Prohibits discrimination on the basis of genetic information with respect to 
health insurance and employment. Not related to agency deliverable Pub. L. 110‐233 Federal Public Law






Prohibits discriminatory compensation.  Not related to agency deliverable Pub. L. 111‐2 Federal Public Law
Improves enforcement of mortgage fraud, securities and commodities fraud, 
financial institution fraud, and other frauds related to federal assistance and 
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136.  Federal Statute  and reporting.
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H150
Description of Service Description of Direct Customer Customer Name
Others Impacted By the 
Service
Agency unit providing 
the service Description of agency unit
Primary negative impact if service 
not provided
Student Refund Checks Students attending the college Controller's Office Accounts Payable payments
Vendor payments for goods & services Various industries Controller's Office Accounts Payable payments
Billing and receivables for student and non‐
student related fees such as tuition, room 
and board, services rendered Students, Parents and Vendors Treasurer's Office Student and non‐student billing
Responsible for the collection portals for 
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Description of Service Description of Direct Customer Customer Name
Others Impacted By the 
Service
Agency unit providing 
the service Description of agency unit
Primary negative impact if service 
not provided


































































Description of Service Description of Direct Customer Customer Name
Others Impacted By the 
Service
Agency unit providing 
the service Description of agency unit
Primary negative impact if service 
not provided



























Direct Deposits Students and Parents Various 0 Treasurer's Office Student and non‐student billing Overstated revenue
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Name of Partner Entity Type of Partner Entity Description of Partnership























































Name of Partner Entity Type of Partner Entity Description of Partnership
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Method to Access the 
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Direct access hyperlink 
or agency contact





















































1042‐S Payments to foreign payees‐calendar year basis Annually Entity within federal government
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Method to Access the 
Report
Direct access hyperlink 
or agency contact
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Direct access hyperlink 
or agency contact
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Direct access hyperlink 
or agency contact
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Direct access hyperlink 
or agency contact
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Direct access hyperlink 
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Direct access hyperlink 
or agency contact
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on each student reported.   Annually Other Available on another website
http://nces.ed.gov/collegena
vigator/?&id=217819
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Direct access hyperlink 
or agency contact
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Report
Direct access hyperlink 
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SF‐425 Federal Financial Report Final grant expenditures Annually Entity within federal government
SF‐425 Federal Financial Report Quarterly grant expenditures Quarterly Entity within federal government
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Method to Access the 
Report
Direct access hyperlink 
or agency contact
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Oregon Workers' Benefit Fund
Oregon Revised 
Statutes, ORS 
656.605, 
Workers' Benefit 
Fund; uses and 
limitations
As an employer, the College is responsible for OR 
Workers' Benefit Fund.   This amount is accounted for 
on each paycheck and remitted to the state of OR .   Quarterly Other
Electronic copy available 
upon request
https://www.oregon.gov/dcb
s/pages/wbf.aspx
Oregon Unemployment Insurance
Oregon 
Employment 
Department, 
Chapter 471, 
Division 31, 
UNEMPLOYMEN
T INSURANCE 
TAXES
471‐031‐0005
As an employer, the College is responsible for OR 
unemployment tax.   This amount is accounted for on 
each paycheck and remitted to  the OR Department 
of Unemployment Assistance.   Quarterly Other
Electronic copy available 
upon request
https://www.oregon.gov/em
ploy/unemployment/pages/d
efault.aspx
Oregon Statewide Transit Tax
Oregon Revised 
Statutes, ORS 
305.625, State 
and political 
subdivisions are 
employers for 
purpose of 
withholding city 
or county 
income tax
As an employer, the College is responsible for OR 
statewide transit tax.   This amount is accounted for 
on each paycheck and remitted to  the state of OR .   Quarterly Other
Electronic copy available 
upon request
https://www.oregon.gov/dor
/programs/businesses/Pages/
payroll‐withholding.aspx
Kentucky Withholding
Kentucky 
Revised Statutes, 
KRS 141.310, 
Withholding of 
tax from wages 
paid by employer
As an employer, the College is responsible for KY 
withholding tax.   This amount is accounted for on 
each paycheck and remitted to the KY Department of 
Revenue.   Quarterly Other
Electronic copy available 
upon request
https://revenue.ky.gov/Busin
ess/Pages/Employer‐Payroll‐
Withholding.aspx
Kentucky Unemployment Insurance
Kentucky 
Revised Statutes, 
KRS Chapter 341
As an employer, the College is responsible for KY 
unemployment tax.   This amount is accounted for on 
each paycheck and remitted to  the KY Department of 
Unemployment Assistance.   Quarterly Other
Electronic copy available 
upon request
https://uiclaimsportal.ky.gov/
s/
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